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Everything in motion

Motion fascinated Leonardo da Vinci, in his words it was “the cause of all 
life.” It is motion that ensures that door hinges don’t rust, water doesn’t 
stagnate and athletes build muscles. More than 500 years ago, the universal 
genius da Vinci imagined new forms of motive power beyond human muscle: 
He designed a helicopter-like machine, a flying device with an airscrew. 
 Motion has been inspiring researchers for centuries. They have developed 
a huge variety of – sometimes futuristic – modes of transportation. BASF’s 
labs and factories create materials for cars, bicycles, airplanes and trains. 
We develop chemicals for batteries and are pioneers in catalysts. Our plas-
tics make vehicles and planes lighter so they need less energy. 
 Life without motion is inconceivable. And yet our desire for individuality, 
freedom and mobility represents one of the greatest challenges of the 
21st century. This is particularly true for cities, which are now already home to 
half of humanity. The number of cars on the road and the size of traffic jams 
continue to break records. Urban planners face the challenge of how to move 
all kinds of different traffic through the city as smoothly as possible.
 Mobility connects when people are able to travel safely to work, to leisure 
activities, to visit friends and back home to their families. In Latin America, 
cable cars are taking on this role as more and more cities build these “aerial 
subways” to connect outlying suburbs with the center of town – changing 
in some way the lives of those living there.
 Life is all about motion, today even more so than in da Vinci’s time. In 
2015 – our anniversary year – BASF is looking at new, challenging ques-
tions. We therefore decided to make mobility the focus of our magazine 
Creating Chemistry. I hope you enjoy this latest issue.

Yours, 

Dr. Kurt Bock
 
Chairman of the Board of Executive Directors
BASF SE
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on a test circuit, the first autonomous truck from the Daimler  
subsidiary Freightliner received a license from the state of Nevada 
to operate on public roads. The truck uses two radar units to  
monitor the road – a long-range sensor that covers a narrow strip 
250 meters in front of the vehicle and a short-range sensor that 
covers a wider area 70 meters ahead.1

 “The future of mobility” from page 6 onward.

16,000

of their working time to pursue their own ideas 
and initiatives. This “dabble time” has led to 
many innovations, including the development  
of Gore’s ELIXIR® guitar strings which opened 
up a whole new market for the company.2

 “The source of progress” from page 48 onward.

%10

6
months

In less than  

from the drawing board to the streets: The Strati electric 
car from Local Motors is the first car to be produced 
using a 3D printing process. The two-seater is made of 
plastic and can travel up to 40 kilometers per hour.4

 “A glimpse around the globe” from page 34 onward. 
 “The source of progress” from page 48 onward.

2,000 
their own weight. These highly porous solids, 
which contain up to 99% air, weigh just one-
third as much as cork.3

  “Bubbles with great potential”  
from page 44 onward.

 times
Aerogels can hold up to 

1  Freightliner Inspiration Truck, Daimler AG, Press release, May 5, 2015.
2  Management Innovation Exchange, Innovation Democracy: W.L. Gore’s Original Management 

Model, September 23, 2010.
3  Zeit Online, Wissen, Luft und Gelee dämmen Kleider und Kühlschränke, November 15, 2012.
4  Local Motors Inc., Press release, September 8, 2014.
5  Popular Science, Can artificial meat save the world? November 18, 2013.
6  Statista – Das Statistik-Portal, Verteilung der weltweiten Kunststoffproduktion nach Ländern und 

Regionen im Jahr 2013, 2015.
7  Vegetarierbund Deutschland, Press release, June 9, 2015.
8  Zeit Online, Japans Magnetbahn fährt Rekordgeschwindigkeit, JR Central Japan Railway 

Company, April 21, 2015.
9  TomTom International BV, Press release, March 31, 2015.

The world in  
figures

After driving

Employees at the technology company  
W. L. Gore & Associates can use up to
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hours

stuck in traffic jams during evening rush hour  
in 2014. This makes the city on the Bosporus the 
most congested, followed by Mexico City with  
102 hours and Rio de Janeiro with 93 hours.9

 “The future of mobility” from page 6 onward.

125
Drivers in Istanbul wasted an average of

%

of the world’s farmland is used to support 
the meat and poultry industry, with  
much of this area dedicated to growing 
animal feed.5

  “How will we feed ourselves in the future?” 
from page 36 onward.

80
Around

24.8
of global plastic production in 2013, making  
it the world leader. Europe ranked second with 
20% and the NAFTA region (United States, 
Canada and Mexico) was third with 19.4%.6

  “Plastics under discussion” 
from page 28 onward.

%

million

on meat alternatives and vegetarian sandwich 
spreads in 2014. Sales of these products have risen  
by 73% there in the past five years.7

  “How will we feed ourselves in the future?”  
from page 36 onward.

€213
Germans spent around 

kilometers 
per hour

the Maglev magnetic levitation train set a world speed record  
on a test track in Japan. By 2027, the train should travel from 
Tokyo to Nagoya in just 40 minutes.8

 “The future of mobility” from page 6 onward.

603
Traveling at

China accounted for
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Cars were once the ultimate symbol of progress and  
independence. But today, a century later, what once stood for 
freedom is quite often stuck in traffic jams, contributing to air  

pollution in the world’s megacities. Mobility in the 21st century  
requires innovation. Discover cities and technologies that demon-
strate how it’s possible to overcome the challenge of the century.

The future of 
mobility

6  Creating Chemistry
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Cars take flight
Want to take off and fly over a traffic 
jam? Now you can, with the AeroMobil, 
a hybrid between a sports car and an 
ultralight plane that has collapsible 
wings. The flying car can reach top 
speeds of around 200 kilometers per 
hour in the air and 160 kilometers per 
hour on the ground. Its flight range is 
around 700 kilometers. The Slovakian 
firm AeroMobil plans to launch this 
innovative flying vehicle on the market 
in 2017. Other organizations are also 
working on flying cars, including  
Terrafugia – a spin-off company from 
the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology (MIT) – and the E.U. research 
project myCopter.

Creating Chemistry  7
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Turbo travel in a tube
Entrepreneur Elon Musk is known  
for making the seemingly impossible  
possible. The founder of the aero- 
space company SpaceX and Tesla  
Motors has now embraced the idea  
of a super-fast train, the Hyperloop.  
It should transport passengers in a  
pod through a tube nearly void of air  
at speeds of up to 1,200 kilometers  
per hour, making it competitive with 
flying. A test track is being built in  
Quay Valley, California. In addition to 
Musk, two start-ups and more than  
150 developers – including some from 
the U.S. networking equipment manu-
facturer Cisco, aircraft manufacturer 
Boeing and Harvard University – are 
now working on the project to turn this 
vision of a train-in-a-tube into reality.

Hands-free future
With its autonomous concept car, the Chevrolet-FNR, 
the American automotive group General Motors offers 
its interpretation of the future of the automobile. A 
scan of the iris starts the e-car. The vehicle, which  
has four electric motors, can be driven entirely by  
a computer, aided by sensors and radar systems. 
To take over steering, you just need to wave 
your hand – the car comes equipped with a 
gesture control system. The concept car 
also has strong visual appeal, with its 
crystal laser headlights and taillights, 
dragon fly doors and glass dome 
roof. The dazzling coating “Mid-
night Glimmer” from BASF en-
hances the futuristic design.

8  Creating Chemistry
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Flowing freely
This double-layer traffic circle keeps 
everything moving smoothly: Shanghai’s 
elevated pedestrian bridge over a 
roundabout diffuses the flow of urban 
traffic, meaning pedestrians and drivers 
no longer have to fight for limited 
space. On ground level, five multi-lane 
streets lead into the orderly roundabout 
with no need to stop for red lights. On 
the top level, rising above the traffic, 
pedestrians can cross the intersection 
safely, also without having to wait.

Powered by the sun
A comfortable and sustainable mobility solution for short  
distances: The e-floater, an extremely lightweight yet stable  
solar-powered scooter, will enable you to quickly get from  
your home to the city center or the nearest public transport  
stop. The e-floater consists of more than 80% composite and 
plastic materials from BASF and weighs less than 12 kilograms.

www.floatility.com

Creating Chemistry  9



 Smog, conges- 
tion, lack of parking – cities around 
the world are suffering more every 
day from the swarms of vehicles on 
their streets. The car, once cele- 
brated as a symbol of freedom, is 
now increasingly subject to limita-
tions. On days with high air pollution, 
cities such as Paris, Beijing or São 
Paulo restrict access to cars by  
alternating between license plates 
ending with either odd or even num- 
bers. In Shanghai, a license plate 
now costs as much as a small car. 
And the logistics company UPS has 
invested millions in a proprietary 
GPS system that ensures its vehi-
cles almost entirely avoid left turns 
in order to save time and fuel.

There are numerous ideas be-
cause one thing is clear: Mobility 
will have to be very different, espe-
cially in the world’s metropolises. 
Today’s traffic systems are no longer 
sufficient to handle the masses of 

people surging into megacities. In 
the United States, United Kingdom,  
France and Germany alone, grid-
lock costs the economies around 
€180 billion ($200 billion) and each 
person about 111 hours of their 
time every year, according to a 
study conducted by the Centre for 
Economics and Business Research 
(CEBR) on behalf of the traffic infor-
mation specialist INRIX. And by the 
year 2030, the economic costs will 
rise by nearly 50% due to growing 
traffic volumes.

Mobility rethink required for 
energy shift
People are unlikely to abandon  
cars completely, but they will play  
a different role in our lives. “For 
many generations, the car was the 
ultimate status symbol,” says Peter 
Newman, PhD and Professor of 
Sustainability at Curtin University  
in Australia and a former member  
of the Intergovernmental Panel  
on Climate Change (IPCC). “But in  
numerous countries, ‘peak car’ is 

already over.” Although the term 
‘peak car’ is not as well known as 
‘peak oil’ (the time when maximum 
global oil production is reached), the 
reign of the automobile is approach-
ing its end, according to Newman. 
Whether in Perth, New York or Berlin, 
young people in a growing number 
of Western cities are losing interest 
in owning a car. The number of cars 
sold to this target group is sinking 
even though economies are ex-
panding. Although this phenomenon 
is only being seen in metropolitan 
areas of a few industrialized coun-
tries, it represents a small revolution. 
For example, in 2013 around 30%  
of households in major German cit-
ies owned neither a car nor a motor-
cycle, according to the Federal Sta-
tistical Office. Within ten years, this 
figure has risen considerably from 
the level of 22% recorded in 2003. 

This societal transformation is  
the reason Newman has hope that 
the IPCC’s famous two-degree  
target may yet be achievable. He 
now believes in green cities, which 
will not be dominated by cars but 
instead will depend on the intelligent 
linking of diverse modes of trans-
port, including cars, trains, buses, 
bicycles and motorcycles. The future 
of transportation will be intermodal. 
The key thing will be the most efficient 
way of getting from point A to point 
B, not the form of transportation.

Newman is particularly interested 
in the changes taking place in the 
megacities of China and the United 
States, the two largest emitters of 
greenhouse gases. 

Shanghai has been building 
a modern metro network 
since 2000. Covering more 
than 500 kilometers, it is  
one of the world’s longest 
networks of subways and 
elevated trains.

“For many  
generations,  
the car was the 
ultimate status 
symbol. But  
in numerous 
countries,  
‘peak car’ is  
already over.”

Peter Newman, PhD and  
Professor of Sustainability at 
Curtin University in Australia

Time to change  
direction

10  Creating Chemistry
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Gridlock in São Paulo. The South American metro- 
polis suffers from severe congestion, especially  
in evening rush hour when traffic jams can stretch 
more than 300 kilometers. Not only does this cost 
time and money, it also contributes to heavy air 
pollution in the city. 

FOCUS – THE FUTURE OF MOBILIT Y
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Sharing hits the  
fast lane

Car sharing is booming: 
Between 2014 and 2018 
the market will grow by 
around 40% worldwide, 
forecast analysts from 
Frost & Sullivan. Alone 
the German firm car2go, 
which is competing with 
the U.S. company Zipcar 
to become the world 
market leader, had a 
million users in eight 
countries at the end of 
2014. Simultaneously,  
a growing number of 
companies are giving  
private individuals the 
opportunity to share  
their own cars and make 
some money. After 
launching two years ago, 
the Hong Kong-based 
peer-to-peer platform 
Carshare.hk now has 
more than 2,000 cars 
and 20,000 members 
registered. These inge-
nious start-ups are  
tapping an enormous 
growth market: Accord-
ing to the consultancy 
Roland Berger, half of  
all car owners in the  
industrialized world can 
imagine sharing their 
vehicles. This is good 
news for those looking 
for parking as well as for 
the environment because 
each shared car can 
replace up to ten private 
cars, according to a 
study conducted in  
Bremen, Germany, a 
pioneering city for car 
sharing.

And there is a lot happening. In the 
1990s Shanghai was still following 
the American model: Building high-
ways, replacing bicycles with cars –  
and heading towards gridlock. 
However, since the start of the new 
millen nium, this metropolis of  
24 million residents has been trying 
to turn the tide by investing in  
subways and elevated trains. Within  
ten years Shanghai built the largest 
metro system in the world, with 
more than 500 kilometers of lines 
carrying eight million people every 
day. Across China, a total of 86 new 
subway lines have been built.

Even in the United States, which 
has the reputation of having the 
worst public transportation in the 
industrialized world, more and more 
cities are following the example of 
Portland. That city has not built any 
new freeways in the past 30 years 
and has instead invested in a revival 
of its streetcar system. In 2013,  
the U.S. news agency AP counted 
30 streetcar projects throughout the 

country – and noted that today’s 
tracks are being laid exactly along 
the routes where they were torn  
up in the 1950s and 1960s.

Airborne alternative 
Latin America, on the other hand,  
is discovering the allure of cable 
cars. La Paz, Bolivia’s high-altitude 
metropolis, is currently building the 
world’s largest urban cable car net-
work. Nine lines stretching 30 kilo-
meters could account for around 
15% of public transportation once 
they are completed. Commuters 
who until recently spent an hour 
traveling up or down curvy moun-
tainside roads in cars or buses can 
now reach the neighboring city of El 
Alto in just 17 minutes. The electric 
cable car systems are so inexpen-
sive to operate and low in mainte-
nance that they are even affordable 
for cash-strapped governments.

Meanwhile in Europe, urban bus-
es – previously a source of exhaust 
emissions – are going electric. The 

cities of Mannheim, Germany, and 
Milton Keynes, England, are testing 
the first e-buses that wirelessly  
self-charge at bus stops. On a small 
scale, the principle is similar to that 
of electric toothbrushes. Now the  
system has to be scaled up as effi-
ciently as possible and installed 
under the street. If this is success-
ful, researchers hope the next  
step may be buses that can be  
recharged in dedicated charging 
lanes as they travel along their 
routes.

The expansion and electrification 
of public transit vehicles is only 
the first step; in the long run, sig-
nificantly more vehicles will have to  
be powered by electricity, Newman 
believes. In the United States alone, 
around 20 million barrels of oil are 
consumed every day, of which 72% 
are used in the transportation sec-
tor, according to the U.S. Energy 
Information Administration (EIA). 
Globally, transportation accounts for 
51% of the more than 90 million 
barrels of oil consumed daily. In a 
“business as usual” scenario, the 
concentration of CO2 will increase 
so much by the end of this century 
that temperatures are expected to 
rise by between 3.7 and 4.8 de-
grees Celsius, according to reports 
by the U.N.’s IPCC.

But, for now, electromobility and 
hybrid vehicles are still just niche 
markets. The first step in reducing 
emissions, a process that has been 
underway for years, is to increase 
the efficiency of combustion en-
gines and their catalyst technolo-
gies. After all, gasoline-powered 
vehicles are not going to be phased 
out any time soon. The latest Shell 
study forecasts that in Germany 
cars with combustion engines will 
continue to dominate the market 
over the next 25 years. Vehicles 
with hybrid engines are predicted to 
have a 27% share of the market in 
2040. The authors believe cars  
with electric or fuel cell motors will 
account for around 5% of vehicles.

The reasons why electric cars 
have not yet gained mass-market 
appeal are their limited range and 
the lack of charging infrastructure, 
coupled with the fact that they still 
cost about one-third more than 
comparable cars with combustion 
engines, says Dr. Axel Thielmann, 
Deputy Head of the Competence 
Center Emerging Technologies at 
the Fraunhofer Institute for Systems 
and Innovation Research (ISI).
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Furious growth
Emerging markets are major growth markets for car sales 

Car sales (millions)

Source: LMC Automotive
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Global car sales (millions)
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USA: 17.51

Comparison:  
sales in the United States
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The search for tomorrow’s  
batteries
Researchers are working very hard 
on the next big breakthrough that 
will make rechargeable batteries 
cheaper and more durable, with 
higher energy density and thus less 
weight. But the problem is that 
achieving one desired property often 
comes at the expense of another:  
A long range and large battery  
capacity mean higher costs and 
weight, while low cost and weight 
mean limited battery capacity. High 
energy NCM, an optimized special 
mixture of nickel, cobalt and manga-
nese, is a promising material that 
may hold the solution. This cathode 
material, which is also licensed to 
BASF, should take lithium-ion batter-
ies to a new level of performance.  
In a survey conducted by Fraunhofer 
ISI among 91 international battery 
experts, respondents said NCM 
technology had an excellent chance 
of becoming the “third generation” 
of lithium-ion batteries that would 
make e-cars more affordable and 
give them longer ranges in the com-
ing years. But this will not be the 
end of the story: Over the next 10 to 
20 years, revolutionary technologies 
such as lithium-sulfur could become 
ready for the market. BASF is also 
very involved in this field: Between 
2011 and 2016, the company is 
investing several hundred million 
euros in research, development  
and the production of leading edge 
battery materials (see Battery  
Materials Lab report on page 22).

But batteries are not the only 
things that need to become lighter 
and more powerful: Vehicles them-
selves have to shed some weight 
because more power is required to 
propel every extra kilogram. The 
BMW i3, a compact city car, is the 
first electric automobile from a  
German premium manufacturer to 
use carbon fibers rather than metal 
in the passenger compartment.  
Previously, this difficult-to-manu-
facture material was mainly used  
in custom-made Formula 1 racing 
cars and aerospace engineering. 
“The novelty for mass-production 
vehicles is the combination of  
carbon fibers with a polyurethane 
matrix,” says Dr. Guiscard Glück, 
Vice President New Markets and 
Products in BASF’s Performance 
Materials division. “The self-sup-
porting rear seat shell is made from 
the BASF foam Elastolit® and meets 
high safety standards even though  

New life for old  
batteries

At the end of its life cy-
cle in an electric vehicle, 
a rechargeable battery 
usually still has 80% of 
its storage capacity – 
too much to scrap it but 
too little for electromo-
bility. The Second Life 
Batteries alliance now 
wants to demonstrate 
that these batteries can 
be used to build a large-
scale storage system for 
electricity from renew-
able sources which will 
provide power when the 
wind is not blowing and 
the sun is not shining. 
BMW is supplying this 
pilot project with 416 re    -
chargeable batteries 
from its i3 e-car and its 
ActiveE research vehicle. 
Bosch is in charge of 
integrating the batteries 
and managing the  
system. Vattenfall will  
be starting up the two-
mega  watt storage unit, 
located at the cruise 
ship terminal at Ham-
burg’s port, in December 
2015. Using stored wind 
energy, the system 
should be able to supply 
30 four-person house-
holds with power for 
seven days. 

  To find out more, visit: 
www.bit.ly/1Szzh5H

The future is electric: Euro-
pean cities, in particular, are 
increasingly using e-buses in 
their public transit networks, 
such as here in Hamburg, 
Germany (top).

Latin America, on the other 
hand, has discovered the 
allure of the cable car. In La 
Paz, Bolivia’s largest city, 
they will soon account for 
around 15% of public transit 
(middle).

The sporty BMW i3 not only 
boasts an innovative electric 
motor, it is also lightweight 
thanks to the carbon fibers 
in the body which compen-
sate for the weight of the 
battery (bottom).
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it has a wall thickness of just 
1.4 millimeters. In addition, more 
than two dozen components made 
of engineering plastics are used to 
strengthen the vehicle’s carbon 
body, thus considerably reducing 
the weight of this sporty e-car.” The 
BMW i3 weighs 1,195 kilograms, 
roughly the same as its fellow BMW 
sub-brand, the gasoline-powered 
MINI. But the MINI is shorter and 
does not carry a 230 kilogram  
lithium-ion battery on board.

The love affair with four-wheeled 
vehicles – whether powered by 
electricity or gasoline – also brings 
other challenges for the world’s big 
cities. If half a city’s residents travel 
by car and the other half take public 
transportation, the car passengers 
take up more than 90% of the driving 
surface, which leads to congestion.

Robotaxis to fight traffic jams
If cars were self-driving, however, 
the roads could be as empty as 
they were in the 19th century, be-
lieves Dr. Raúl Rojas, Professor of 
Artificial Intelligence at the Free  
University of Berlin. With intelligent 
route planning, these tireless chauf-
feurs could easily transport four or 
more people at once, turning the 
car into a share taxi. And this will 
pay off: An analysis of 150 million 
taxi trips through Manhattan by the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy (MIT) found that the number of 
trips could have been reduced by 
40% if each taxi had taken another 
passenger. Google co-founder 
Sergey Brin has often said in inter-
views that he believes individual car 
ownership will decline. The large 
numbers of private cars are putting 
an enormous strain on communi-
ties. At peak times, one third of 
driving in a city can be due to peo-
ple looking for parking, Brin says, 
which wouldn’t be necessary if 
self-driving cars could simply drop 
off passengers at their destination 
and then pick up the next ones.

Earlier this year, an Audi A7 named 
Jack showed just how close the 
automotive companies are getting 
to their vision of a driverless car. 
Fitted with radar sensors, laser 
scanners and 3D cameras for a 
360-degree panorama view, Jack 
was able to drive on autopilot the 
approximately 900 kilometers from 
Silicon Valley to Las Vegas. Reach-
ing speeds of up to 110 kilometers 
per hour, the research vehicle from 
the Volkswagen subsidiary is able  
to change lanes and pass other 
cars without any human assistance. 
However, the driver is asked to take 
the wheel again in urban areas be-
cause the spontaneous movements 
of cyclists, pedestrians and children 
are too unpredictable.

By the end of the decade, the 
technology from the test car should 
be available in a series-production 
Audi. “We are getting close to the 
self-driving car,” says Professor Dr. 
Jürgen Leohold, Executive Director 
of Research at Volkswagen Group. 
However, it will be another 10 to  
15 years before we reach fully auto-
mated driving – which allows the 
driver to take a nap or read the 
newspaper. Before then, it will be 
necessary to ensure that the car 
can recognize any unexpected inci-
dents. But intelligent vehicles will be 
a reality soon, Leohold is convinced. 
“We need them to meet the needs 
of modern society. They will reduce 
accidents and traffic jams, and let 

drivers relax more during the ride.” 
It is not only car manufacturers 
working on autonomous vehicles; 
technology companies like Apple 
and Google that previously had little 
to do with the automotive sector are 
also forging into this market.

Technology is not the only issue 
on the mind of Volkswagen’s re-
search chief. Finding new business 
areas is just as exciting, he believes. 
“We know our way around cars, 
now we are learning IT,” says Leo-
hold. Traffic reports, gasoline prices, 
parking spot reservations – which 
services does a driver really need 
for better mobility? And the compe-
tition never sleeps, either. BMW,  
for example, has developed a route 
planner especially for its e-cars 
which includes public transportation 
and even rental bikes. As soon as 
the car approaches a major city, the 
software recommends switching to 
a bike, commuter train or subway, if 
it helps the driver get to his or her 
destination faster.

Self-driving robotaxis can 
drop passengers off at their 
destination and then collect 
the next ones, thus eliminat-
ing the time-consuming 
search for parking.

Protecting the air we 
breathe

Most automobiles today 
are fitted with catalytic 
converters that convert 
exhaust emissions  
into less harmful gases,  
making a significant 
contribution toward  
improved air quality. 
BASF’s Prem Air® NXT  
is a catalytic radiator 
coating technology that 
converts ground level 
ozone – the main com-
ponent of smog – into 
oxygen. As air flows over 
a vehicle’s radiator, it 
catalyzes this reaction. 
Compared to previous 
technologies PremAir® 
NXT provides higher 
ozone conversion per-
formance over the life-
time of a vehicle. It also 
allows car manufacturers 
to meet strict emission 
requirements.

  To find out more, visit: 
www.basf.com/ 
premair-nxt

BASF’s PremAir® NXT

“We are getting  
close to the  
self-driving car.” 

Professor Dr. Jürgen Leohold,  
Executive Director of Research  
at Volkswagen Group
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“For a city to  
be livable, the 
pace should  
be that of a  
pedestrian or 
a cyclist, not  
of a car.”

Jan Gehl, PhD and  
Professor Emeritus of  
Architecture, Royal Danish 
Academy of Fine Arts,  
School of Architecture

Even though there are high hopes 
that digitalization and the continuous 
exchange of data between vehicles, 
smart infrastructure, traffic lights 
and construction sites will offer  
tremendous opportunities to make 
driving safer and traffic flow better, 
high tech alone will not be sufficient 
to solve the challenges facing cities.

Increasing quality of life
There are more aspects to consider. 
“For a city to be livable, the pace 
should be that of a pedestrian or a 
cyclist, not of a car,” believes Jan 
Gehl, PhD. For more than 40 years, 
Gehl, a Professor Emeritus of Archi-
tecture and one of the world’s most 
influential urban planners, has been 
studying how mobility and architec-
ture in cities relate to quality of life. 
The fact that his hometown Copen-
hagen has been named the world’s 
most livable city three times testifies 
to his success. The movement that 
has seen pedestrians and cyclists 
slowly taking over the city was 
sparked in 1962, when the first  
inner-city street was closed for car 
traffic. At the time, shop owners 

protested out of fear that their sales 
would collapse, but in fact the busi-
nesses have flourished. Over the 
subsequent years, more and more 
streets in Copenhagen were pedes-
trianized with scientific support from 
Gehl and his research team, side-
walks were widened and a complete 
citywide network of bike lanes was 
built. Today all 18 public squares in 
the inner city are car-free, 45% of 
Copenhagen residents cycle to work 
and taxi drivers are required to have 
a bike rack on their vehicle in order 
to get a license.

Gehl’s ideas have also inspired 
New York City’s planning. In May 
2009, Broadway was closed to  
vehicles around Times Square.  
Although some believed this would 
result in a disaster, the flow of traffic 
actually improved by 7%, according 
to calculations by the Department 
of Transportation. Taxi rides were 
suddenly 17% faster. The city  
widened sidewalks again and start-
ed building an extensive network  
of bike lanes throughout the city.  
Within two years, the number of 
people cycling to work doubled. 

Since then, Madison Square and  
11 other squares have also been  
made car-free.

This kind of rethinking is taking 
place in a growing number of cities 
worldwide. But Copenhagen, the 
model metropolis, is now grappling 
with the consequences of its suc-
cess. These days, cycle lanes are 
often congested. During rush hour, 
cyclists sometimes need to wait for 
traffic lights to change three times 
before they can cross the street.  
In the popular pedestrianized shop-
ping areas, residents and shop-
keepers face skyrocketing rents. 
Jan Gehl has a simple answer: “We 
just need to build more cycle paths 
and pedestrian zones.” 

  To find out more, visit: 
www.bmw.com/i3 
www.volkswagenag.com/innovation 
www.audi.com/com/brand/en/ 
vorsprung_durch_technik/content/ 
2014/10/piloted-driving.html 
www.basf.com/creator-space/ 
urban-living 
www.automotive.basf.com 
www.gehlarchitects.com

Pedestrians and cyclists 
have priority here:  
Copenhagen serves as  
an example for many  
cities such as New York.
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As urban areas struggle with smog and impending gridlock, sustainable  
thinking is required to make mobility cleaner, more flexible and space-saving.  

Our graphic shows how we might be getting around cities in the future.

Mobility in the  
city of tomorrow

Autonomous cars
The car of the future will drive itself, leaving 
people free to read the newspaper or work 
during the trip. It can also find the next avail
able parking spot all on its own and come  
back when it is summoned. At the same time, 
networked cars will communicate with each 
other and be able to give warning about  
potential hazards.

Energy for carbon-free travel
Charging cables are a thing of the past. 
Instead, electric cars of the future are 
able to get power from charging points 
built into the asphalt. The car just 
needs to drive over a slab in order to 
start the inductive charging. The energy 
is transmitted to the car’s battery by a 
magnetic field between two coils, one 
located in the floor of the car and a 
second one in the asphalt slab under 
the car. In addition, lampposts can 
function as charging stations.

Self-driving capsules
Public, selfdriving capsules operate like a taxi 
on rails, allowing for personalized routes on 
public transportation. There are no fixed stops 
or schedules. The capsules are just ordered via 
smartphone when needed. Without having to 
lift a finger, passengers will be whisked to their 
desired destination by these innovative vehicles.
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Using land for parks, not parking
Cars are turning modular: They can be expanded to fit the 
number of passengers, or folded up like a baby carriage 
when parked. This allows three to four vehicles to be 
parked in the space taken up by a conventional car. Addi
tionally, automated parking systems ensure optimum use 
of vertical space, thus freeing up parking spots to become 
green recreational areas instead. And disused elevated 
railway lines are being turned into public parks.

Travel through tubes
Future mobility is also heading under
ground. Turbo pods will automatically 
carry passengers at enormous 
speeds through a system of tubes 
that minimize friction and aerodynam
ic drag. These systems use their pro
pulsion energy extremely efficiently: 
Once accelerated to its peak speed, 
the pod just continues rolling along 
without any additional energy inputs.

Intelligent traffic management
Instead of fixed traffic lights and 
paintedon pedestrian crossings, the 
intelligent city automatically analyzes 
sensors located in places such as 
cars and public transit vehicles. It can 
tell, for instance, where a pedestrian 
wants to cross the street and then 
project the necessary signals. There 
can also be variable speed limits and 
detour suggestions that appear on 
the road in order to help keep traffic 
flowing. The facades of buildings are 
turned into digital projection surfaces 
to communicate with road users, for 
example, to warn them about an acci
dent around the next corner.

Cars take flight
Simply by extending their wings,  
the helicopterlike high fliers can  
conquer the skies.
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Making transport work better for all is a global priority. Which 
ideas are emerging and what concrete ideas already exist? 
Mary Crass of the International Transport Forum (ITF) discusses 
multi-modal systems, solutions for rural public transport, and 
designing towns for walkability.

Keeping the  
world moving

Creating Chemistry: The ITF 2015 
Summit took as its theme the 
three Ts – Transport, Trade and 
Tourism. What are your key areas 
of focus this year?
Mary Crass: Governments and ac
tors throughout the transport sector 
must start treating the three Ts as 
interlinked sectors. Too often tour
ism is seen as something separate 
from trade, but it accounts for 21% 
of exported services and therefore 
plays a major role in trade. Transport 
enables both trade and tourism  
and is being challenged by growing  
demands in each of these areas. 
Annual global tourist arrivals are ex
pected to reach 1.8 billion by 2030! 
We need more accessible tourist 
infrastructure and information for  
all visitors – notably the growing 
numbers of older travelers. On trade, 
governments must work together  
to cut documentary and procedural 
barriers as well as physical barriers. 
Overall, we need better policy co
ordination of all three Ts to deliver 
global economic development and 
social cohesion.

The ITF headquarters are in Paris, 
where air pollution was recently 
so bad that half the cars were 
banned from the roads and public 
transport made free for a day.  
Do you see your travelling condi-
tions improving?
Overall, Paris has made huge strides 
in discouraging car use, without  

introducing congestion charging 
along the lines of London’s very 
powerful model. Dedicated bus lanes, 
for example, have cut the amount of 
road space available. Car and bike 
sharing is spreading. Challenges 
remain in outer areas, but the Grand 
Paris scheme is being presented  
as a model for other cities with plans 
for new automatic metro lines, sta
tions and ring routes, and improved 
train service. Political commitment 
will be key in its realization.

A recent study sees fleets of 
self-driving shared cars replacing 
90% of conventional cars in  
mid-sized cities. Given people’s 
attachment to the convenience of 
their own cars, is this realistic?
The car’s convenience lies in the 
predictability with which people feel 
they can get where they want, door

todoor. But congestion affects pre
dictability, while car ownership has 
its costs, including those associated 
with vehicle purchase and mainte
nance, fuel and parking, and time 
spent finding parking. Mobility alter
natives need to tackle the challenge 
of being on demand and covering 
the last journey kilometer, by offering 
connected travel across modes. 
Larger cities need different solutions. 
If they can extend their public trans
port to offer some of the qualities of 
private car travel, for example by 
bringing in car and ride sharing as 
well as bike sharing, that’s all to the 
good. People want comfort, acces
sibility and reliability; with these of
fered by other mobility solutions they 
stand a better chance of leaving 
their cars behind. 
 
Your recent study of rural trans-
port highlights the importance  
of better coordinated services. 
What do you see as the key  
issues for ensuring mobility for 
people who don’t live in towns?
Rural public transport costs more 
than public transport in dense urban 
areas. There is a role for government 
subsidies, but we also have evi
dence of rural dwellers’ willingness 
to pay more for services that are 
efficient even if they don’t offer the 
frequency available in towns. One 
example is demand responsive  
buses, which could be an option in 
lowdensity or rural areas. It’s impor

“Transport enables 
both trade and  
tourism and is being 
challenged by  
growing demands in 
each of these areas.”

Mary Crass, Head of Policy and  
Summit Preparation at the 
International Transport Forum

Mary Crass

Mary Crass has been Head 
of Policy and Summit 
Preparation at the Inter-
national Transport Forum 
(ITF) for six years. Prior to 
that, she was a transport 
policy analyst and principal 
administrator at the ITF 
and its predecessor, the 
European Conference of 
Ministers of Transport, 
both housed at the Orga-
nisation for Economic 
Co-operation and Develop-
ment (OECD) in Paris.  
Previously she worked in 
the private sector and  
consultancy. Crass has a 
Master of Arts degree  
in international economics 
and energy and environ-
ment policy from Johns 
Hopkins University School 
of Advanced International 
Studies in Washington, 
D.C., USA.

Mary Crass at the Trocadéro 
in Paris where transport, 
tourism and trade go hand  
in hand: Known as place 
with the best view of the 
Eiffel Tower, it is a popular 
tourist spot. At the same 
time, it hosts a metro station 
as well as restaurants, hotels 
and shops.
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tant that such services don’t  
operate in isolation, but as parts  
of larger, connected multimodal  
networks. Smartphoneaccessible 
travel information is a key enabler.

What role will networked travel  
information and transport infra-
structure play?
A crucial one, not least in deploying 
automated vehicles that can operate 
safely. The support of the entire  
intelligent transport systems industry 
will be needed, including electronic 
travel information, traffic and public 
transport management, driver  
assistance and automated safety 
systems. A recent example is the 
European eCall regulation that re
quires new cars to be equipped with 
eCall technology from April 2018. 
In the event of a serious accident, 
eCall automatically communicates  
relevant information such as the  
vehicle’s location to emergency  
rescue services.

Car ownership is soaring in  
developing economies, generat-
ing rising congestion. When  
we compare this with Western 
experience, what lessons can  
be learned?
As average income increases, more 
and more people want their own car. 
While not necessarily denying op
portunities for private vehicle owner
ship, decisionmakers need to dis
tinguish between car ownership and 
use, and ease people away from 
overdependence on cars through 
policies that shape and manage use 
and through careful early planning 
based on access to services and 
amenities instead of strictly promot
ing mobility. Bus and rail corridors 
need to be planned with transit 
oriented development in mind. Poli
cydriven parking restriction and 
charging can be effective. Where 
public transport infrastructure and 
services are not yet well developed, 
policies that promote car and ride 
sharing can be pursued. And walk
ing and cycling can be promoted as 
an integral part of transport policy. 

Encouraging such alternatives 
depends on road users being  
attracted to the idea and feeling 
safe. What needs to be done?
In too many countries, nonmotorized 
transport remains on the margins  
of policy making. It needs to be 
brought forward with positive ‘keep 
the car at bay’ strategies for traffic 

Mary Crass lives and works 
in Paris where the ITF is 
headquartered. According to 
her, the French capital has 
recently made huge efforts 
towards better mobility – 
building on a variety of 
transport modes and mea-
sures such as dedicated bus 
lanes (left), metro lines and 
new stations. As in other 
parts of the world car and 
bike sharing are spreading 
(bottom). 
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“People want 
comfort, acces-
sibility and  
reliability; with 
these offered  
by other mobility 
solutions they 
stand a better 
chance of leav-
ing their cars  
behind.”

Mary Crass, Head of Policy  
and Summit Preparation at the  
International Transport Forum

The car’s main convenience, 
according to Mary Crass,  
is its predictability – an as-
pect that is also crucial in 
her daily work-life. However, 
she states, other mobility 
solutions can catch up.

ment in new battery and charging 
technologies. But although electric 
cars have environmental benefits, 
they also face hurdles. ITF research 
shows that their cost is still often 
higher than equivalent internal com
bustion vehicles. The gap may nar
row with higher volumes of produc
tion, but internal combustion vehi
cles may still provide higher range at 
lower cost in many scenarios. Also, 
when evaluating their environmental 
benefit, it’s necessary to consider 
the carbonintensity of the electricity 
production. Generally, future mobility 
solutions will be powered by differ
ent sources of energy – electricity, 
certainly, but also hydrogen, solar, 
and biofuels. Until new technologies 
reach scale, improvements in fuel ef
ficiency of existing engine technolo
gies will be essential.

What are the next big issues you 
are addressing in the run up  
to your 2016 Summit?
Next year’s theme is ‘Green and 
Inclusive Transport’. Transport is a 
major enabler of economic growth 
and development: Cheaper, safer, 
more reliable and frequent transport 
facilitates trade and the movement 

of people and enables people to 
access employment, goods and 
services. The transport model that 
facilitates this economic exchange 
is, however, not currently environ
mentally sustainable. Our research 
shows that, globally, transport re
mains 97% dependent on fossil fu
els, and contributes up to 25% of 
CO2 emissions. Without action, its 
output will rise by 170% by 2050. 
We believe green transport can be 
a driver of green economic growth. 
But some segments of society are 
impeded from accessing opportuni
ties as a result of their income level, 
mobility, location, or prohibitive 
transport costs. Inclusive transport 
implies that everyone has access to 
the labor market, education and 
public amenities, as well as social 
and leisure activities. 

  To find out more, visit: 
www.internationaltransportforum.org

calming, urban 30 kilometers per 
hour maximum zones, and car free 
areas.

Walkability is emerging as a  
residential or business locational 
criterion in the United States.  
Do you see this spreading?
Yes, provided that local govern
ments are prepared to flip the urban 
planning process on its back, by 
considering access to amenities and 
services first as well as proximity to 
public transport. The idea is well 
accepted in North America, for ex
ample, in the form of transitoriented 
development. This provides for new 
homes, shops and workplaces to be 
clustered within easy walking dis
tance of transit stops and stations.

The environmental agenda  
sees electric vehicles playing  
increasingly important roles.  
How can public policy encourage  
e-mobility?
Emobility is an important issue for 
governments. They can encourage it 
by giving grants and purchase sub
sidies, legislating for electric vehicle 
uptake in public sector fleets, and 
supporting research and develop
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( 1 ) Lab manager Dr. Martin 
Schulz-Dobrick and a colleague 
check the quality of an electrode. 

( 2 ) The electrodes are pressed 
out and then combined into a 
test battery. 

( 3 ) To examine the crystalline 
structure of the cathode  
materials, a sample is placed  
in the X-ray diffractometer. 

( 4 ) Chemist Dr. Masaki Sekine 
creates new additives for  
electrolytes that are tailor-made 
for each customer. 

1
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 Monday morning 
9 a.m., Dr. Masaki Sekine, an organic 
chemist, sits down at his computer 
to read the e-mails he has received 
from colleagues he is collaborating 
with in Germany and elsewhere in 
BASF’s international network of R&D 
battery materials facilities. Sekine 
works in the newest addition to this 
network, the Battery Materials Lab 
in Amagasaki, Japan, inaugurated  
in early 2014. He is expecting feed-
back from colleagues on his efforts 
to create “a totally new molecule 
that has never existed before.”

Sekine is part of the team that 
synthesizes innovative substances 
for use as additives in electrolytes, 
the chemical medium that allows 
the flow of lithium ions between a 
battery’s positive electrode, the 
cathode, and its negative electrode, 
the anode. The new additives influ-
ence the electrochemical reactions 
in the battery and can therefore af-
fect the battery’s performance.

The kinds of additives Sekine  
creates depend on which aspect 
customers want to enhance in their 
batteries. Many of the lab’s custom-
ers are Japanese manufacturers  
of lithium-ion batteries who are  
developing new batteries for electric 

vehicles. They are looking for im-
provements such as higher power 
density, greater high temperature 
stability or an increase in cycle  
performance, meaning the number 
of possible discharges and charges.

To create a new additive he uses 
a process of organic synthesis.  
The synthesis of the additive takes 
place in a solvent. This solvent  
must be separated after the success-
ful reaction.

 “Purification of the additive is a 
challenging part of the process,” 
says Sekine. “In many cases it 
doesn’t go as planned. And in most 
cases a single purification round 
doesn’t provide enough purity to 
satisfy the strict specifications for a 
battery additive. Even tiny impurities 
can lead to uncontrolled reactions 
and could damage the battery per-
formance significantly, such as in-
creasing the risk that the battery  
discharges when not in use.”

Working in a global network is 
stimulating and helps teams to find 
solutions quickly. “I was once stuck 
with a synthesis,” Sekine recalls. 
“Theoretically, several syn thetic 
routes were available, but I couldn’t 
make it work. Then a colleague in 
Germany contacted me and sug-
gested an alternative catalytic route 
which was much more efficient.”  

At the Amagasaki Battery Materials Lab in  
Japan, BASF researchers are developing  
innovative materials that will improve lithium- 
ion battery performance and increase the  
driving range of electric vehicles.

Developing  
the batteries  
that will drive  
the future

2
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Such feedback and open collabo-
ration are key. That is why the next 
step for Sekine is to discuss his  
results with the lab’s electrochemical 
testing group.

Testing 1, 2, 3, 4 …
One member of the testing group is 
Dr. Zhen-Ji Han, who hails from Yanji 
in China and joined the team in 2013. 
She helps develop electrolyte formu-
lations and conducts electrochemical 
testing for batteries using next-gener-
ation anode materials. It is her job to 
test the latest synthesized additives.

She takes the new additive to the 
Cell Assembly room where, donned 
in coveralls, protective gloves and 
safety goggles, she mixes it into a 
prepared base electrolyte and then 
injects the solution into a test cell. 
This enables her to examine the 
cell’s electrochemical properties. 
Battery performance deteriorates 
with usage but also over time. Each 
of these aspects, performance, cal-
endar life and cycle longevity, has to 
be tested. To test the latter one, the 
cell is placed in a cycler machine, 
where it is repeatedly charged and 
discharged over a period of weeks 
or months. 

Han discusses her findings with the 
synthesis group. “Because we know 
more about the battery’s chemical 
interactions, we can advise the syn-
thesizers which parts of the addi-
tives are functioning well or not, and 
how best to redesign their molecular 
structures,” she says.

Meeting different needs
A lot of the work carried out at the 
lab is tailored to individual custom-
ers’ requirements. This is where  
Hiromu Sugiyama enters the stage. 
The senior researcher in cathode 
development works directly with 
customers helping them to achieve 
performance targets. This involves 
checking cathode materials’ test 
data to see that the transition metal 
content is suitable for the targeted 
performance tasks, or looking at 
whether a material’s particle size 
and shape will enhance or hinder a 
performance goal.

“We always have to consider  
how the cathode interfaces with the  
other components in the battery,” 
explains Sugiyama, who joined  
the team in 2014. “So testing and  
analysis is done working closely 
with the other research teams.”

The right chemistry for e-mobility

Delivering on the potential of  
e-mobility will require batteries that 
can provide higher energy density, 
greater power and longer lifetime, 
safely and at a lower cost. In order 
to meet this challenge, BASF has 
joined forces with TODA KOGYO 
CORP., a leader in developing  
and manufacturing cathode active 
materials for lithium-ion batteries.
 Combining BASF’s R&D exper-
tise with TODA’s cathode material 
portfolio, the new joint venture, 
BASF TODA Battery Materials LLC, 
will develop and manufacture a 
range of advanced cathode materi-
als to meet different requirements. 
Cathodes consist of tiny particles 
whose shape and size impact  
performance. Controlling these  
two factors is key to achieving an 
optimal result – something TODA 
excels at.
 Along with electric vehicles, the 
new cathode materials will also 
bring improvements in performance 
for lithium-ion batteries in consumer 
electronics and stationary storage 
devices.

  To find out more, visit:  
www.basf.com/basf-toda- 
battery-  materials

BASF TODA Battery Materials LLC

“Our expertise  
in cathode  
and electrolyte 
materials devel-
opment and  
our ability to 
work together  
as one team  
differentiate us.”

Dr. Martin Schulz-Dobrick, 
Head of Amagasaki  
Battery Materials Lab, Japan 

Tomorrow’s batteries
Affordable, high-performance batteries  
suitable for everyday use are necessary  
for the expansion of electromobility  
and the integration of renewable energy.  
BASF is researching and developing  
materials to improve existing battery  
systems as well as materials and compo  - 
nents for future generations of batteries  
with high storage capacity.

Automotive industry
Increasing the range of  
electric cars from 150 to  
200 kilometers to as much  
as 400 to 500 kilometers 

Consumer devices
Reducing weight, increasing 
number of charging cycles  
and thus product lifetime

Energy storage
Lowering storage costs and 
increasing lifespan

Lithium-ion battery: cell structure and charging process

Negative 
electrode
Graphite

– +

–
–

+

Positive  
Electrode
Lithium  
metal oxide

Electrolytes

Ion

Separator

Cell Battery pack

Applications and research objectives

+
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All under one roof
“The Amagasaki lab is special in a 
number of ways,” says Dr. Martin 
Schulz-Dobrick, head of the facility. 
“It’s BASF’s first facility in Asia  
Pa cific to combine development of 
cathode materials, electrode and 
electrolyte materials with application 
technologies. We not only conduct 
basic research on these materials 
starting from scratch, but also sup-
port our customers in prototyping 
batteries.” One example of the  
application work on a customer’s 
specific needs is the joint develop-
ment of an electrolyte recipe. “We 
are jointly designing and building 
test batteries, which allow us to  
test our materials under conditions 
close to our customers’ needs and 
therefore speed up the whole devel-
opment,” the lab head explains. 

And, significantly, the facility brings 
the different areas of research to-
gether under one roof. “This is the 
big advantage of our lab,” says 
Schulz-Dobrick, who transferred from 
BASF’s headquarters in Germany  
to Japan in 2013. “Our expertise in 
cathode and electrolyte materials 
development and our ability to work 
together as one team differentiate us 
from other material suppliers, who 
can generally provide battery mak-
ers with either electrolyte or cathode 
materials. We specialize in both.” 

( 5 ) Dr. Zhen-Ji Han discusses 
the results of the new electrolyte 
additives with a colleague. 

( 6 ) Once mounted in a climatic 
chamber, the finished batteries 
are then connected to the power 
supply and tested.

( 7 ) Hiromu Sugiyama with the 
X-ray diffractometer, which  
is used to test the cathode  
material.

( 8 ) The electrode paste is care-
fully applied to the backing film 
and spread into a thin layer. The 
electrode must be uniformly thick.

5

8

6

7
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Solar-powered tent keeps food fresh
Belgian designer Arne Pauwels has invented a tent-like  
structure for food to help smallholder farmers in hot, dry regions 
reduce spoilage of their harvests. A small, three-watt solar 
panel operates a fan inside the tent that evaporates water, 
creating a humid and warm microclimate which can keep up 
to 150 kilograms of fruit and vegetables fresh for as long as 
10 days. This requires around half a liter of water per week 
and less than 1% of the energy a refrigerator would need. More 
than 170 of these microclimate tents had already been deliv-
ered to Afghanistan, Haiti and Uganda before mass production 
started in August 2015. 

www.wakati.org 

Floating air purifiers
Inspired by the Chinese Lantern Festival, Polish designer 
Michał Pośpiech came up with a visionary and elegant  
idea: A flying air purifier that helps create a healthy micro-
climate outdoors. The wings of these machines have solar 
panels on the top and exchangeable filters underneath. 
Every movement they make circulates and cleans the air. 
The UrbanCONE can be steered using a smartphone. For 
now, it is still just in the design stage.

www.behance.net/gallery/24171731/UrbanCONE

3D in real time 
An interdisciplinary team of BASF researchers has invented a new 
technology that enables especially efficient measurement of spatial 
data. The XperYenZ™ sensor system is the first that, in real time, 
can measure the distance to an object using the light reflected by 
it. And it works both in the micro range and up to hundreds of  
meters away. This eliminates the need for the geometric calculations 
that currently have to be carried out. With its novel combination  
of precision and speed, this imaging 3D sensor system can be used 
in many areas, such as consumer electronics, traffic safety and 
production monitoring. The first products based on XperYenZ™ should 
come on the market in 2017.

www.trinamix.de 

New discoveries
Inventive minds wanted! This section presents inspiring innovations  

that make everyday life easier while improving sustainability.
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When the sun is  
your greatest enemy
In Tanzania, one in every 2,500 inhabitants is born with albinism. 
Here, near the equator, the extreme solar radiation can be life 
threatening to people with light-colored skin, hair and eyes. They 
have a high risk of getting skin cancer and their average life  
expectancy is just 30 years. The “KiliSun” sunscreen is produced 
locally and distributed free of charge by the Regional Dermatol- 
ogy Training Centre (RDTC) to people with albinism in the region.
BASF is supporting the Centre by providing high-quality UV  
filters to add to “KiliSun” and helping with the development of an 
improved sunscreen.

www.kcmc.ac.tz

Energy grows on trees 
The Arbre à Vent® (“wind tree” in English) – the brainchild of Jérôme Michaud- 
Larivière, founder of the French start-up NewWind – stretches several meters 
into the sky. Its 72 microturbines look like leaves and can generate energy even 
at wind speeds of just two meters per second – nearly without making any 
noise. With an annual output of 2,400 kilowatt hours, according to the company, 
one tree generates enough electricity to power a four-person household for  
almost a year. The first prototype of this biomorphic wind turbine was installed 
in August 2013 on the western coast of France. Further installations are planned  
in 2015, including at the Place de la Concorde in Paris. Series production of the 
Arbre à Vent® is scheduled for summer 2016. 

www.arbre-a-vent.fr

Safety in a spray can
Invisible during the day, the safety spray LifePaint starts to work 
when the sun goes down: Its ultrafine glass spheres, when sprayed 
onto clothing or a bicycle, are reflective in the glare of car head-
lights. Volvo and the Swedish producer Albedo 100 have teamed 
up to improve safety for cyclists. If testing in the London area 
proves successful, the spray will be sold across Europe.

www.volvolifepaint.com
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Plastic: 
A victim of 
its own 
success?

The success of plastic is un
disputed, at the same time its 
downsides such as waste  
dis   posal are the subject of much 
debate. Prof. Dr. Helmut Maurer 
and Patricia Vangheluwe, PhD, 
two experts in the field of plas
tics, discuss their ideas on how 
to tackle this global challenge. 
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Plastics touch nearly every  
area of our lives, bringing  
improvements, convenience 
and cost savings. These  
highly versatile materials have 
helped shape our world for  
over 100 years and new  
plastics are being developed  
all the time. But as plastic  
waste builds up in landfills and 
the oceans, its disposal is  
now a major environmental  
issue. Patricia Vangheluwe, 
PhD, from PlasticsEurope and 
Professor Dr. Helmut Maurer 
from the European Commis-
sion’s Waste Management  
and Recycling Unit discuss the 
dilemma this poses.

Creating Chemistry: For some the word 
“plastic” has become synonymous with a 
disposable culture, yet the material makes 
a huge contribution to our daily lives. Do 
you think plastic has an image problem?

Helmut Maurer: Plastic is a victim of its  
versatility and great success. What do we  
not make out of plastics? We even have it in 
our bodies as part of medical applications. 
There is no reason to demonize plastic. The 
trouble from my point of view is that it is  
widely overused. We market it and produce  
as much as we possibly can, and then the 
instruments are not in place to properly  
handle it. Planned obsolescence has become 
an industrial principle.

Patricia Vangheluwe: I agree that plastic has 
an image problem and we need to change 
this. For instance, we have to do a lot more  
to use post-consumer plastic waste as a  
resource and make people understand that 
plastic is a valuable material. As a society  
we have to tackle that issue, because plastic 
offers such tremendous opportunities to  
address societal challenges and it is one of 
the most resource-efficient materials around.
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Patricia Vangheluwe

Patricia Vangheluwe, PhD, 
is director of consumer  
and environmental affairs 
at PlasticsEurope, the  
European association of 
plastics manufacturers. 
She has a PhD in organic 
chemistry from the Univer
sity of Leuven, Belgium,  
and did a postdoctorate  
at the University of Pretoria, 
South Africa, as well as  
a Master in Controllership  
at the Belgian Vlerick  
Management School.  
Previously she worked  
at LyondellBasell and  
predecessor companies  
in marketing, strategy,  
communications and  
human resources.

Rising consumption has led to 
problems as countries struggle to 
deal with a vast amount of plastic 
material being thrown away.  
According to the United Nations 
Environment Programme (UNEP), 
between 22% and 43% of plastic 
waste ends up in landfills world
wide rather than being reused  
or recycled. How can we tackle 
this problem?

Maurer: In developing countries 
plastic is practically always thrown 
away, either in landfill or in nature. 
Even in Europe around 50% goes  
to landfill. It is clear we have to act 
urgently. What we need is a global 
landfill ban. And we have millions  
of tons of plastic broken down to 
microparticles floating around in  
our oceans – an influx of another  
10 to 15 million tons reaches the  
marine environment every year. We 
need to talk globally – the oceans 
don’t have borders. We also need to 
work on the chemistry of the material. 
You have to make products with  
materials that are designed to be 
recycled and avoid toxic additives 
that make recycling difficult. That is a 
big challenge for the plastic industry.

Vangheluwe: I share Helmut’s view 
that we need to encourage a land- 
fill ban globally. When it comes to 
post-consumer waste, the whole of 
the value chain – from plastics pro-
ducing companies to product pro-
ducers, retailers and end-consumers 
– can do better. We have to design 
products for resource efficiency, 
which is not quite the same as de-
sign for recycling, and in doing so 
we have to take into account what 
will happen with the product at the 
end of its life. Producer companies 
have always taken waste very seri-
ously, because it makes economic 
sense to use resources within pro-
duction in the most efficient way. All 
the product and application devel-
opment they are doing is to make 
products lighter, more durable, more 
functional. This helps save resourc-
es, which has similar positive effects 
as preventing waste.

It is often cheaper for industrially 
advanced countries to send  
plastic thousands of miles by  
ship than to reprocess it where  
it was used. Shouldn’t recycling 
be made more economically 
desir able closer to home?

Vangheluwe: Quality recyclates 
should be considered as products, 
the same as any other product on 
the market. In a free market prod-
ucts can be traded; supply and de-
mand dictate the market. But it  
is good that recyclers work hand- 
in-hand with the value chain close  
to home to extract more value from 
these recycled materials. Plastics 
producers can help recyclers be-
cause they have knowledge of the 
material itself. This information can 

“We have to do a lot more to use post 
consumer plastic waste as a resource 
and make people understand that plastic 
is a valuable material.” 

Patricia Vangheluwe, PhD, Director of Consumer and  
Environmental Affairs at PlasticsEurope 

help determine which markets those 
products can serve and how to do 
the quality control.

Maurer: As Patricia rightly says, 
producers know their material best 
and for recyclers it is extremely  
important to have that same know-
ledge. There’s still a lot to do to  
facilitate this knowledge transfer. In 
order to enhance domestic plastic 
recycling, there are plenty of things 
we can do. First, we can set targets 
to define a goal to recycle a lot 
more. Then we also have to facilitate 
markets. We can set up end-of-
waste criteria and create a market 
pull for high-quality recycling. 
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Prof. Dr. Helmut Maurer

Professor Dr. Helmut  
Maurer is principal lawyer 
at the European Commis
sion’s Waste Management 
and Recycling Unit in the 
Directorate General for the 
Environment. He is respon
sible for questions regard
ing a future strategy for 
plastic waste, circular 
economy and coherence  
of waste legislation. He 
completed his doctorate in 
comparative employment 
law at Trier University,  
Germany, and has held  
two tenures at different 
universities.*

“Even in Europe around 50% of  
the plastic goes to landfill. It is  

clear we have to act urgently. What 
we need is a global landfill ban.” 

Prof. Dr. Helmut Maurer, Principal Lawyer at the European  
Commission’s Waste Management and Recycling Unit,  

Directorate General for the Environment

Burning waste plastic to generate 
energy is an industry in itself. As 
worldwide plastic recycling rates 
are low many people argue it is 
an essential part of the energy 
mix. Do you see a longterm role 
for energyfromwaste schemes 
using plastic?

Maurer: Generally speaking, burning 
plastic should be avoided because 
in burning we lose the process energy 
necessary for making the plastic. 
Burning will slow down as recycling 
becomes more attractive. But the 
reality is, much post-consumer plas-
tic is unsuitable for recycling – partly 
because of hazardous materials put 
in by producers, like certain flame 
retardants or phthalates. But we are 
talking about a moving target be-
cause the plastic of tomorrow – the 
better recyclable plastic – will natu-
rally lead to more recycling. Another 
important argument against burning 
plastic is climate change. Until 2050 
we have a maximum budget of 
1,000 billion tons of CO2 emissions 
to respect if we want to limit global 
warming to 2 degrees Celcius. But 
already known global fossil fuel  
reserves equal 2,900 billion tons of 
CO2. If we had to leave them in the 
ground, this would force us to do 
more recycling.

Vangheluwe: Energy recovery is 
sometimes the most eco-efficient 
solution, especially for mixed waste. 
When this is the case from a life  
cycle perspective, energy recovery 
makes sense as one of the waste 
management options. Hopefully one 
day the innovation will be there that 
allows us to break down mixed  
plastics that cannot be sustainably 
recycled into raw materials which 
can be reused to produce plastics  
in an economical and environmen-
tally sustainable way – that would be  
a breakthrough that would help to  
increase recycling of plastics. 

How do you see plastic products 
developing over the next 50 years? 
Where do you see the biggest 
opportunities and challenges?

Maurer: I would like to see plastic 
getting rid of its negative image as 
an omnipresent, cheap and easily 
breakable material. But I would warn 
about looking to the way forward as 
depending only on more technology. 
We have to face the fact that an 
annual 5% global growth rate in 
plastic production would mean dou-
bling production every 14 years, so 
that by 2043 we would be produc-
ing 1,200 million tons a year. This 
would obviously not be sustainable. 
Already today, plastic in the marine 
environment is totally out of hand.  
I think we are producing too many 
things that aren’t really needed. 

Vangheluwe: We will see continuous 
developments in intelligent and bar-
rier packaging, medical applications 

such as prosthetics, and even light-
er composite materials that can be 
used in structural applications for 
the automotive and construction 
markets. Bio-based plastics will 
continue to be developed and I  
believe we will have mixed plastic 
that will be used as a raw material 
stream for plastics in the coming 
50 years. We will also have increas-
ing use of CO2 as a feedstock and 
as such closing the full carbon cy-
cle. It’s already taking place now to 
produce polyurethanes. If plastic is 
to continue to deliver all the benefits 
it has delivered so far, we will all 
have to continue working on the 
challenge of waste management, 
litter and plastics in the environ-
ment. I’ve always believed that tech-
nology and innovation can make a 
difference. With ongoing education 
on proper waste management and 
innovation, plastics will continue to 
provide solutions to many of the 
societal challenges ahead of us. 
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Dr. Melanie MaasBrunner

Dr. Melanie MaasBrunner 
has been head of the  
unit Performance Materials  
Europe at BASF since 
2014. After receiving her 
doctorate in chemistry,  
she joined BASF as a  
researcher in process  
development in 1997. She 
was later responsible for 
global product strategy  
for dispersions and paper 
chemicals. From 2008  
until 2012, she worked  
for BASF in Asia, where  
her roles included head  
of the business unit  
Polyurethanes Asia Pacific. 
MaasBrunner studied  
and received her doctorate 
in technical chemistry at 
RWTH Aachen University  
in Germany and the Univer
sity of Ottawa, Canada.

“Plastic is much too valuable to  
end up in landfill. The best  
option for used plastics is to find  
a new application to reuse them.”

Dr. Melanie Maas-Brunner, Head of BASF’s  
Performance Materials Europe Unit

The story of the development of 
plastics goes back to the Stone 
Age, when Homo sapiens used 
birch tar from birchbark to produce 
tools. In the 19th century, increasing 
industrialization led to the develop-
ment of several groundbreaking 
plastics, such as vulcanized rubber 
as well as celluloid, which was used 
as a see-through backing for photo-
graphic film. In 1950, BASF filed  
for a patent for its foam plastic  
Styropor®, which is still one of the 
most commonly installed insulation 
materials today. And in 1957 the 
“Age of Plastic” was ushered in  
with the start of large-scale produc-
tion of polyethylene, which is mainly 
used in pipes, cable insulation and 
packaging. 

The key features of plastics are 
their technical properties which  
can be varied significantly according  
to their molecular composition or  
by the addition of additives: They 
can be malleable, elastic, hard or 
unbreakable.

Plastic-based insulation installed 
in the walls, floors and roofs of 
houses makes a major contribution 

to reducing energy consumption. 
After all, buildings are responsible 
for 40% of energy consumption and 
CO2 emissions in Europe. The plastic 
insulation used in a typical house 
can save as much energy in one 
year as was originally used to pro-
duce the plastic. 

The amount of plastic used in 
aircraft construction has grown  
considerably since the 1970s. For 
example, the structure of a Boeing 
787 is made up of 50% plastic  
composite materials. This is mainly 
because of the weight savings  
resulting from the use of plastics, 
which also boast good technical 
properties and great stability. Like-
wise, plastics are becoming more 
and more popular in the automotive 
sector. A plastic-based component  
is only around half as heavy as a 
component from conventional me tallic 
materials, so it helps save fuel. 

The largest field of application  
for plastics, however, is packaging: 
These days, 50% of all European 
goods are packed in plastic. Never-
theless, plastics make up just 17% 
of all packaging waste. 

And one major advantage of  
plastics is the avoidance of food 
waste: Each year, 1.3 billion tons  
of food go to waste, equivalent to 
one-third of all food produced for 
human consumption. When packed 
in plastic, food remains fresh for 
much longer. For example, that way 
a piece of Parmesan cheese can 
remain fresh for 50 days rather than 
20 days. At the same time, because 
it weighs less than conventional 
materials like glass and metal, plas-
tic packaging saves fuel and CO2. 

Plastic is therefore much too  
valuable to end up in landfill. The 
best option for used plastics is to 
find a new application to reuse 
them. When this is not a sustainable 
option, plastics can be used as a 
source of energy. In terms of energy 
recovery, plastic has the same  
calorific value as the crude oil from 
which it was once made so it can 
be thought of in this context as 
“solid crude”. For this reason,  
BASF and companies in the Euro-
pean plastics industry support a 
landfill ban for plastics from the  
year 2025 on. 

Plastic plays a role in our lives like no other material. Whether at  
home, on the road, at work or while shopping, we are surrounded  
by plastics – keeping buildings warm, providing soundproofing,  
making vehicles lighter and keeping food fresh longer. Although  
some people see plastic as being in conflict with nature, plastics  
actually help to conserve resources and reduce emissions.

Innovative  
everyday companion 
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Production of the Boeing 787 
Dreamliner in South Carolina, 
USA. The structure of the  
plane is made from 50% plastic  
composite materials. This  
considerably reduces weight  
and helps to save fuel.
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Innovative 
uses for  
3D printing
Although 3D printing is not a completely 
new phenomenon – the first patent  
was awarded in 1986 – it is evolving 
rapidly: New applications appear almost 
daily, from all around the world, in  
fields as diverse as medicine, consumer 
products and construction.

2
China
Printed homes
The Chinese construction 
company WinSun Decoration 
Design Engineering has not 
only shown it can quickly and 
cheaply produce houses us-
ing a 3D printer and recy cl ed 
concrete material – print ing 
10 houses in one day – it has 
now gone on to print an en-
tire 5-story apartment build-
ing and a stand alone villa. 
The aim is to be able to con-
struct homes at affordable 
prices for the Chinese mar-
ket. The smaller houses cost 
just around €4,500 ($5,000) 
to produce.

3
United Kingdom
Replacement 
body parts 
While 3D printing is already 
widely used in dentistry to 
print teeth and parts of jaw-
bones, U.K. scientists have 
developed a process for 
printing ears out of synthetic 
material for children with 
severe disfigurements. Re-
placement ears are normally 
made manually. 3D printing 
simplifies the process. In the 
first clinical trial of its kind,  
a team at University College 
London has been carrying 
out tests and is months away 
from implanting the printed 
ears into patients. The team 
is also working on printed 
noses, tracheae, tear ducts  
or blood vessels.

1 
United States 
Soft and cuddly
Cuddly teddy bears straight 
off the printer? The Disney 
Research Team in the United 
States has found a way to 
print in wool, meaning that 
alongside hard, precise ob-
jects, this new technology 
can now also be used to cre-
ate things that are soft and 
squeezable. The printer builds 
up the yarn in layers, pro- 
ducing a unified mass that 
looks and feels like felt. In 
collaboration with a team from 
Carnegie Mellon University’s 
Human-Computer Interaction 
Institute in Pennsylvania, 
USA, they even printed a 
moveable teddy bear arm.

2 3

1
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6
Australia
An unfolding  
story
With 4D printing, Australia 
has gone one step further 
and added a new dimension:  
time. Researchers at the 
University of Wollongong 
have succeeded in printing  
a valve that opens and con-
tracts over time in reaction  
to surrounding water temper-
ature. The achievement 
opens up myriad possibilities 
in areas like medicine, con-
struction and robotics, for fully 
functioning devices that come 
straight off the printer – no 
assembly required.

4
Togo
Recycled  
electronic waste
If 3D printing is set to revolu-
tionize manufacturing, Afaté 
Gnikou from Togo is making 
sure that no one needs to be 
left out for lack of resources. 
Together with a team at the 
Woelab Fab Lab in Lomé,  
he has developed the first  
3D printer made entirely of  
electronic waste. Tailored  
for the African market, the  
W.AFATE printer is now in 
series production and won 
first prize at the inter national 
Fab Lab Conference in  
Barcelona in 2014. 

5 
France 
The future of 
flight
Aircraft manufacturer Airbus 
wants to use 3D printing to 
create new airplane struc-
tures that mimic the design 
of bone or skeleton – strong, 
flexible forms that weigh 
significantly less than those 
built with traditional manu-
facturing processes. Starting 
with tiny carbon nanotubes 
that “grow” inside the printer, 
huge complex structures  
can be created quickly with 
very little material waste. The 
weight reduction from the 
lighter materials would lead 
to huge fuel savings.

7 
Argentina 
It needn’t cost  
a mint
3D printing in metal is pricey. 
But Argentinian engineer 
Gastón Accardi has come up 
with a prototype of a metal 
printer that cost him less 
than €2 to make. Essentially 
a marker filled with a copper 
acid solution, it uses the 
concept of electroplating to 
build up 3D objects layer  
by layer in different types of 
metal. Although still a little 
slow, the machine could  
one day be a boost to small 
businesses.

8 
Space 
Zero gravity 
printing
With visions of life on Mars 
firing our imaginations,  
3D printing is seen as an off-
world solution to every- 
thing the human needs, from 
food to shelter. But without 
gravity, how do you prevent the 
material you are printing from 
just floating away? Working 
with NASA, U.S. company 
Made In Space has developed 
Zero G, the first 3D printer 
designed to operate in zero 
gravity. Launched into orbit 
in 2014, it is serving as a  
test bed for space manufac-
turing technology.

6

4

5

7

8
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How will we  
feed ourselves  
in the future?
The United Nations (U.N.) predict that by 2050 we will need 
to increase food production by 70% to feed the world. 
There is no single solution to this challenge, but it is prompting 
some innovative ideas that could profoundly change the  
way we eat.
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“I entered into 
this to address  
the problems  
I find most press-
ing, which are 
threats to food 
security and the  
environmental 
cost of beef  
production.”

Professor Mark Post, PhD,  
University of Maastricht

Professor Mark Post, PhD, 
taking a bite of his burger  
made of lab-grown meat 
(top). Another promising 
so lu tion are insects – a highly 
nutritious and ecologically 
more sustainable protein 
source than meat (right).

 In 1931, Winston 
Churchill predicted in an article for 
The Strand Magazine that the time 
would come when scientists would 
use microbes to grow meat in labo-
ratories, much as bakers use yeast 
to make bread. 

Eighty-two years later Churchill’s 
prediction became a reality: In 2013, 
Mark Post, PhD and Professor of 
Physiology at the University of Maas-
tricht, made scientific and culinary 
history by presenting and then eat-
ing a burger that he had grown in 
his laboratory in Maastricht. Even 
today, for many, the idea of lab-grown 
meat is outlandish. But as a perfect 
storm of events gathers to threaten 
global food security, there are a grow-
ing number of reasons to believe it 
is an idea whose time has come. 

Last year the global population 
reached 7.2 billion and is set to 
reach over 9 billion by 2050. While 
one in nine still does not have 
enough food for a healthy life, there 
has been a significant rise in the 
middle classes, who are predicted 
to reach 4.9 billion by 2030. With 
this newfound wealth comes an 
appetite for meat, eggs and dairy 
products – the kind of high-value, 
high-protein diet so long associated 
with the West – and rising obesity 
rates. Obesity is already the fifth 
most common cause of death world - 
wide. Meanwhile, the way we grow 
livestock has a huge impact on the 
environment as one of the greatest 
sources of greenhouse gases. 

With all these challenges, how can 
we improve food production, supply 
and nutrition while preparing for a 
world population of more than 9 bil-
lion? We have to start thinking ur-
gently about how to meet this addi-
tional demand in a sustainable way.
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A good starting point is meat. Glob-
al meat consumption is on the rise, 
despite it being one of the most 
inefficient sources of protein in terms 
of production. According to a recent 
study in Nature Climate Change, 
meat and dairy products contain 
only 2.6% of the feed and pasture 
biomass fed to animals; the remain-
ing 97.4% is lost. Climate change 
scientists have been warning for 
over a decade of the need to cut 
meat consumption. It takes between 
5 and 20 kilograms of grain and 
some 15,000 li ters of water to pro-
duce 1 kilogram of beef, while 
methane from cows is 25 times more 
effective as a global warming agent 
than CO2. Yet, by 2050, consump-
tion of meat worldwide is expected 
to rise by 76%.

Many see an alternative in the 
world of insects. They cause fewer 
greenhouse gas emissions, they 
require significantly less land and 
water than cattle rearing, and in-
sects such as crickets only need 
2 kilograms of feed for every 1 kilo-
gram of bodyweight gain. In 2013, 
the U.N. Food and Agriculture Orga- 
nization (FAO) carried out a major 
study into edible insects and their 
prospects as an alternative food. 
Insects already form part of the tra-
ditional diet of 2 billion people and 

1,900 species are used as food. 
They score high by practically every 
criterion you wish to judge them  
on – they are a highly nutritious food 
source of good types of fat.

Yet, despite their merits, insects 
have failed to catch on in the West. 
In countries where animals have 
always been an abundant and cheap 
source of protein, eating insects is 
not culturally acceptable and transi-
tioning to a meat-free diet is a chal-
lenge. Which is one reason why Post, 
in his Maastricht laboratory, has 
committed himself to finding a way 
to meet the global demand for meat 
without impacting the environment 
or even harming animals. Hence the 
lab burger.

The process he has developed 
requires taking a small biopsy from 
a living cow. Around a hundred 
skeletal muscle stem cells are har-
vested and then cultivated to the 
point where it is theoretically possi-
ble to produce a hundred metric 
tons of meat from a single sample.

Post and his team believe it will 
take up to seven years for the prod-
uct to get through Europe’s strict 
food regulatory process. But he is 
unequivocal about his motivation.  
“I did not enter into this to become 
an entrepreneur but to address  
the problems I find most pressing, 

“We want to be 
the next great 
global meat com-
pany. We want 
to speak to meat 
reducers who are 
looking for dif-
ferent solutions.”

Brent Taylor, co-founder  
of Beyond Meat

The company Beyond Meat 
has ambitious aims: By 
2020, it wants to cut global 
meat consumption by  
offering a meat alternative 
made of plant protein that 
matches the experience of 
eating real meat.

 
Food is culture,  
culture is local

Not only regional distinc-
tions in taste or mouth-
feel play a role in the 
production of food. 
Weather conditions also 
influence the appearance 
of products like cakes, 
whipped toppings and 
bread. Do customers in 
Turkey like their cakes 
light and fluffy or moist 
and dense? How can we 
improve the stability of a 
cake topping in regions 
with high humidity? These 
are the questions being 
answered in BASF’s in-
ternational Kitchen Labs, 
where experts from 
BASF and customers are 
working together to im-
prove or develop new 
recipes. The goal is to  
hit exactly the right note 
for each market – for  
example, a cake mixture 
especially suited to  
Middle Eastern needs.

  To find out more, visit:  
www.newtrition.basf.
com

BASF’s international 
Kitchen Labs

which are threats to food security 
and the environmental cost of beef 
production,” he says.

Post himself admits that it will be 
a while before lab-grown meat is 
generally acceptable. But a recent 
survey of German customers by  
the food company Nestlé may give 
Post hope. It asked people about 
their attitudes to alternative sources 
of protein and revealed that, in 
15 years, lab-grown meat could  
well be as acceptable to consumers 
in Germany as sushi is today.

In the meantime, other ideas are 
emerging that may be more easily 
achievable. Brent Taylor is the 
co-founder of Beyond Meat, a com-
pany that has broken the mould  
of traditional plant-based meat sub-
stitutes by producing an alternative 
using pea and soy protein that is  
so close to meat and chicken that it 
is targeted at meat eaters as well  
as vegetarians.

According to Taylor, the company’s 
ambitious aim is to cut global meat 
consumption by 25% by 2020: “We 
want to be the next great global 
meat company. We want to speak 
to meat reducers who are looking for 
different solutions. Past efforts were 
for a vegan or vegetarian market, so 
these products did not fulfill the ex-
periences of somebody who enjoys 
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150 years of food – How the way we eat has changed

In 1865, the majority of the world’s population lived on the land, consuming homegrown crops 
and livestock. But population growth and urbanization were creating challenges, thus changing 
the way food was grown, processed and distributed. An overview of certain developments.

1860 – 1900

Growing  
global  

population

= 1 billion

1900 – 1950

1950 – 1980

1980 – 2000

2000 – 2020

People’s diet basically consists  
of fresh, seasonal and  

locally grown food

1860

Canning and first artificial freezing 
techniques make people less reliant on 

local farmers and seasonal products

1860 –1870s

Publication of U.S. dietary goals 
which recommend less fat and sugar and 
more fruit, vegetables and whole grains

1970s

Slow food movements seek to re-
capture lost tastes and local traditions 

1980s

Food labeling becomes more wide-
spread and informative to assure cus-
tomers about food quality and safety

1990s

Increased health consciousness  
gives rise to natural foods and  

dietary supplements

2000s

Average global grain consumption
per year: 269 kg per capita 1

1960

Average global meat consumption
per year: 23 kg per capita 2

1960

Average global grain consumption per 
year: 321 kg per capita (+19%) 1

2009

Average global meat consumption per 
year: 42 kg per capita (+83%) 2

2009

Electricity in homes revolution-
izes food preparation and consumption

1900s

First supermarkets open and pro-
foundly change the way people shop 

1910s

Meat, fruit and vegetables are introduced 
as the first frozen foods, later fol-

lowed by french fries, pizza and others

1920s

Quicker and cheaper food processing 
establishes fast & convenience 

food in Western urban lifestyles

1950s

Packaging technology keeps 
bagged fruit and vegetables fresh 

longer and facilitates global transport

1980s –1990s

The global frozen food industry is 
worth $220 billion per year 3

2010s

Online shopping gains popularity, 
bringing the world’s food to your doorstep 

2010s

Grains & Meat Technology & Convenience

Nutrition 
Awareness

The U.N.’s Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) predicts that 70% more food will  
need to be produced by 2050 compared to 2005 as the world’s population is estimated  

to reach more than 9 billion people. What will the future of food look like? 
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the experience of meat. For us, it is 
always, how do we create not only 
the structure of meat but the fantas-
tic sensory experience of meat,” 
explains Taylor.

Taste, texture and smell – all 
these sensory elements play a criti-
cal role in our experience of eating 
and, along with cultural norms, 
define our attitudes toward food. 
The problem is that, in spite of  
increasing awareness, these forces 
often draw us to foods that are  
not sustainable or healthy. So how 
can we make a healthy, sustainable 
diet more appealing?

This is a conundrum that the  
multinational agricultural, food and 
feed company Cargill recognizes. 
“The consumer wants less of the 
bad – things like eliminating trans 
fat, lowering saturated fat – and the 
addition of the good – things like 
Omega-3,” explains Kyle Marinko vich, 
Assistant Vice President Marketing 
at Cargill. 

Omega-3 is a good example. Aware-
ness of the benefits of eating fatty 
fish – a rich source of Omega-3 – is 
on the rise. Omega-3 fatty acids can 
help in the prevention of diseases, 
such as metabolic diseases, cognitive 
decline and cardiovascular disease. 
Yet surveys show most people around 
the world still fail to eat enough of it. 
One of the reasons often cited is that 
the taste and smell is off-putting. 

Solutions to this problem are taste-
less fish oils that can be added to 
foods without changing the flavor – 
thus providing the healthy ingredient 
without altering customer expecta-
tion or taste – and highly concentrated 
Omega-3 capsules.

Working with new impulses, sci-
entists are discovering new ways to 
improve our health by finding even 
better ways to increase the nutrition-
al content of our diets. BASF, for 
example, provides pure and highly 
concentrated Omega-3 fatty acids 
for use in consumer health, clinical 
nutrition and pharmaceutical prod-
ucts. “A hard line between food for 
energy and pharmaceuticals to cor-
rect disease is no longer relevant. 
Consumers understand that their 
health is their new wealth. They 
seek holistic solutions which establish, 
develop and support long, healthy 
and active lives,” says François 
Scheffler, Vice President Human 
Nutrition at BASF, who confirms that 
nutritious foods and special nutri-
tion, including dietary supplements, 
are a growing market.

Our concerns about population 
growth, health and the environment 
are leading us to look for new ways 
of feeding ourselves. They have 
spawned a whole new movement of 
so-called “food hackers”, who have 
adopted the Silicon Valley approach 
of using technology to make life 

better and have applied it to food. 
At a recent Food Hackathon in San 
Francisco, California, food inno- 
vators, entrepreneurs, scientists and 
technologists came together to ex-
plore how emerging technologies 
and sciences can reshape the “global 
food web,” and provide affordable 
nutrition for all.

Much of this is still visionary and 
some of the ideas might take some 
time getting used to. Because food 
is more than nutrition. It binds us  
to family and culture and is a source 
of great pleasure for many. We are 
protective about our relationship with 
food and are reluctant to change 
our eating patterns.

Which is why there is no single 
alternative solution emerging as to 
how we will sustainably feed our-
selves in the future. Whether it is 
lab-grown meat, insects or vegeta-
ble protein, the transition will be 
slow, but the possibilities are di-
verse and ideas are out there. Who 
knows what we will be eating in 
30 years, but one thing is certain: 
The journey has clearly begun. 

  To find out more, visit: 
www.culturedbeef.net 
www.beyondmeat.com 
www.basf.com/creator-space/food 
www.omega3.basf.com

“Consumers  
understand  
that their health  
is their new 
wealth. They 
seek holistic 
solutions which 
establish,  
develop and 
support long, 
healthy and  
active lives.”

François Scheffler,  
Vice President Human  
Nutrition at BASF 

BASF grows genetically opti-
mized canola. The aim is to 
develop plants with elevated 
levels of healthy, long-
chained Omega-3 fatty acids 
(left). Fish is naturally rich in 
Omega-3. Tasteless fish oils 
can enrich dishes without 
changing their flavor (right). 
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The chemistry  
of cooking

Science writer Harold  
McGee has revealed many 
secrets about the chemistry 
of cooking and food. In his 
garden in California (upper 
right corner) he also grows 
his own fruit and vegetables 
for cooking. 
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Science writer  
Harold McGee, 

PhD, has dedicat-
ed his life to find-

ing out what really 
happens to bread 

when it bakes,  
to meat when it 
hangs or to egg 

proteins when we 
whisk them. His 
journey has led  

to surprising dis-
coveries and a 

body of work that 
has inspired some 

of the world’s 
greatest chefs.

Creating Chemistry: Which  
food myth are you most proud  
of debunking?
Harold McGee: Recently I put to the 
test the idea that you have to cook 
pasta in a large amount of water. I live 
in California where there is a water 
shortage and where we are worried 
about using more energy than we 
need to. It turns out that you can cook 
pasta in minimal amounts of water –  
around 1.5 quarts (1.4 liters) instead 
of 4 to 6 quarts (3.8 to 5.7 liters) – 
starting with cold rather than boiling 
water and it tastes the same. It 
works because noodles absorb water 
only very slowly at temperatures 
much below the boil, so little happens 
in the few minutes it takes for the 
water to heat up. And no matter how 
starchy the cooking water is, the 
solid noodle surfaces themselves are 
starchier, and will be sticky until 
they’re lubricated by sauce or oil. Giv- 
en how much pasta is cooked a 
year, this would save lots of water and 
hundreds of thousands of barrels  
of oil a year, too. 

Why did food science in the 
20th century get so side tracked 
into the food industry? 
It’s not that science got side tracked, 
it just got absorbed into modern 
movements that were more pressing 
and larger scale than what happens 
in homes and restaurants. Around 
the turn of the 19th to 20th century 
there were problems with canning –  
understanding why some cans ex-
ploded on store shelves was urgent. 
Then there was the Spanish Ameri-
can War and World War One, and 
the need to supply food to troops. 
Laws were introduced to monitor 
food safety. It meant scientific talent 
was drawn into manufacturing. A 
more relaxed view of what scientific 
understanding could contribute to 
domestic and restaurant cooking 
had to wait.

What made molecular cuisine so 
attractive in the last decade? 
With the opening up of the world, 
national cuisines have become much 
less important than they used to be. 
These days, if you are an ambitious 
chef who wants to make a name for 
yourself you need to be inventive. 
That is where science has been par-
ticularly interesting to chefs at the 
cutting edge – they realize it is a won-
derful partner in the search for new 
ways of doing things. If you under-

stand the basic principles then you 
can come up with variations on dish-
es and even completely new ideas 
that you would not even think of if 
you were just following recipes from 
generations ago. For example, chefs 
have worked with liquid sauces and 
solid gels like aspic for centuries, 
but Heston Blumenthal learned about 
“fluid gels” that flow when poured 
but become solid at rest. He used that 
idea to create a cup of tea in which 
one portion of the tea is hot and a 
second portion is iced – with no bar-
rier between them.

How important to you is the  
exploration of different cultural 
approaches to food?
My focus is on what is possible to 
do with natural ingredients and their 
transformation by physical and 
chemical manipulation. The laws of 
physics and chemistry are the same 
no matter what country you live in. 
That is not to diminish the importance 
or interest of cultural differences, but  
I try to find commonalities that all 
cultures depend on and make use 
of in their own ways. For example, 

Harold McGee

Harold McGee, PhD, writes 
about the chemistry of 
food and cooking. His first 
book “On Food and Cook-
ing: The Science and Lore 
of the Kitchen”, published 
in 1984 and updated in 
2004, uses science to ex-
plore why food behaves 
and tastes the way it does. 
His most recent book 
“Keys To Good Cooking:  
A Guide To Making The 
Best of Foods and Recipes” 
was published in 2010. He 
has also written the regular 
column “The Curious 
Cook” for The New York 
Times, and has been a  
visiting lecturer at Harvard 
University. Currently he is 
working on a new book on 
the science of taste.

www.curiouscook.com

the sodium and chloride ions in salt 
bind water molecules to themselves 
when salt dissolves, and cultures all 
over the world have used that prop-
erty to preserve foods by removing 
their moisture and the moisture of 
microbes that would spoil them.

What advice do you have for novice 
cooks and what is the scientific 
explanation for that advice?
My top tip is to buy a good digital 
thermometer and be sure to use it 
when you cook meats, fish, and 
eggs, all protein-rich foods whose 
texture is determined by the extent 
to which the proteins are unfolded 
and bonded together by heat. In  
the critical range between 50 and 
70 degrees Celsius, every degree  
or two can make a difference.

Has your scientific approach to 
food changed your enjoyment of 
food? 
I don’t chew food with a frown but  
I do appreciate the complexity of the 
raw materials and the skill it takes to 
transform them into delicious food 
with every bite. 
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Bubbles  
with great  
potential

What do mattresses,  
metallic car bodies and 

chocolate mousse  
have in common? They 

can all be made from 
foam. But what exactly 

makes this bubble- 
filled material a product 

of the future?
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The cell surface of foams makes 
them flexible to use. Styrofoam 
spheres coated with carbonyl 
iron powder make this metal 
foam light as a feather, but at 
the same time as stable as solid 
metal. Installed in cars or planes 
it helps to cut fuel consumption 
and CO2 emissions (left).

 It is not easy for 
Dr. Björn Braunschweig to relax at the 
end of the day: Even when he tries 
to enjoy an after-work beer, the re-
searcher from the Cluster of Excellence 
Engineering of Advanced Materials 
at the Friedrich-Alexander University 
(FAU) in Erlangen-Nuremberg, Ger-
many, can’t help but notice the foam 
at the top of his glass. Why does  
the local beer from Bavaria have larg-
er bubbles that pop faster than the 
Guinness® on the next table? “The 
head on the Irish stout is much more 
stable because the nitrogen gas used 
in the carbonation process is less sol-
uble in liquid than the carbon dioxide 
used for draft German beer,” Braun-
schweig explains. The 30-something 
scientist knows a thing or two about 
foam: In 2014, he received a €1.5 mil-
lion starting grant for up-and-coming 
research leaders from the European 
Research Council for a five-year project 
to conduct basic research on foams.

Fabulously functional foams  
It might seem odd that funding is 
being channeled into research on 
foams, of all things, but foam is a 
very versatile material with a bright 
future. Layers of Styrodur®, for  

Silence from above: At  
the Barceló Raval design 
hotel in Barcelona sound 
absorbers made from  
Basotect® are improving  
the room acoustics. In  
Beijing, panels made from 
the foam guarantee a safe 
and decorative sound ab-
sorption for the interior of 
the swimming stadium. 

example, are not only used for insu- 
lation, they also reduce the stresses 
that earthquakes put on buildings, 
thus giving planners the confidence 
they need to build in seismically ac-
tive areas. And joggers need to use 
less energy when they wear running 
shoes made with foam beads from 
BASF because the shoe’s dynamic 
sole springs back into its original shape 
immediately after impact. Even as 
we sleep we can reap the benefits 
of polyurethane foams because they 
provide the same high elasticity in 
mattresses and pillows that was pre-
viously only possible with latex, and 
at the same time they are breathable 
and long-lasting. 

“Foams are a booming market,” 
says Braunschweig. “The air bubbles 
make the material very light and 
foams have the huge advantage of 
extreme plasticity.” In lightweight 
vehicle construction, foams ensure 
an optimal balance between robust-
ness and weight. At first glance, a 
vehicle body made of metallic foam 
seems just as hard as a traditional 
one. But if there is a crash, the foam 
body doesn’t break and split. In-
stead, it undergoes plastic deforma-
tion and – similarly to an airbag – 
can absorb the impact.

To create foams with particular 
properties, researchers will need to 
understand every aspect of the 
foam, from the smallest molecules 
to the bubbles themselves. The  
interface – the place where the gas 
and liquid or the gas and the solid 
meet in the individual bubbles – is 
especially important. Which molec-
ular components stabilize this sur-
face? What interactions take place 
with the molecules there? The bet-
ter researchers can answer these 
questions, the closer they will get to 
achieving their goal of creating a 
“molecular toolbox” that can control 
and predict the properties of foams. 

“Intelligent foams” demonstrate 
what the future may hold. These 
foams can change their properties 
in response to external stimuli such 
as light. Braunschweig believes  
this could play an important role in 
self-healing foams whose moveable 
molecules on the bubble’s surface 
enable the bubble to expand under 
negative pressure and temporarily 
close any “injured” cells in the foam 
structure. Intelligent foams could 
also be beneficial for the recycling 
of insulation mate rials: “When a 
foam is no longer needed, it could 

simply be collapsed. The remaining 
material would have just one-thou-
sandth of its original volume – and it 
would make it easier to access the 
chemical components.”

Whipping up something tasty
The food industry, on the other hand, 
is interested in completely different 
properties of foam. “It wants to use 
foams to stabilize quality until the 
best-before date,” says the Erlangen- 
based researcher. The industry is 
also very interested in foams because 
they have a more intense flavor than 
traditional foods. The bubbles in foams 
give them a larger surface area, so 
they can give off more aromas in a 
shorter time. And foams appeal to 
healthy eaters since they are usually 
lightweights when it comes to calo-
ries, too.  
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“

There’s a global 
shortfall of engineers,” says Sir 
James Dyson, whose bagless vacu-
um cleaners and high-speed hand 
dryers have made him a household 
name in many parts of the world. 
Founded as a one man business in 
the United Kingdom in 1978, Dyson 
now sells its products in 72 coun-
tries and employs over 1,000 engi-
neers worldwide.

Dyson is passionate about the 
power of design engineering to  
do good and so concerned about 
the lack of engineers that, in 2002, 
he set up the James Dyson Foun-
dation, dedicated to nurturing the  
next generation. “To fulfill current 
demand we need to produce 
69,000 engineers a year in the  
U.K. alone. Today we only produce 
a mere fraction of that,” he says.  
“I set up the Foundation to help 
combat this decline.” He hopes the 
Foundation will help make engineer-
ing as attractive to young people  
as other creative industries.

Today, the Foundation supports 
education in engineering, design 
and technology across the world, 
donating almost €70.2 million 
(£50 million) so far. The free educa-
tional resources it supplies to class -
rooms and workshops provide 
hands-on experience that helps  
to “ignite young people’s passion 
for design engineering,” says Dyson, 
while each year the James Dyson 
Awards challenge students to  
design “something that solves a 

Frustration  
can be the mother  

of invention 
Sir James Dyson’s inventions have earned him huge commercial success 

and international recognition. With the James Dyson Foundation, the British 
industrial designer intends to inspire the next generation of engineers.
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More than one in ten babies 
worldwide are born prema- 
turely. Last year’s Dyson Award 
winner invented an inflatable  
incubator for use in developing 
countries at a fraction of the 
costs of a normal one used in 
hospitals (top). 
 
In early 2015, Sir James Dyson 
visited Imperial College London  
to discuss current projects with 
the students of the Dyson School 
of Design Engi neering (bottom).

problem,” with the winner receiving 
€42,000 (£30,000) to develop their 
invention. 

 “Last year’s international winner 
really struck a chord,” says Dyson. 
The problem James Roberts set  
out to solve was the high number of 
premature babies dying each year 
through lack of proper incubation.  
A student from Loughborough  
University in England, Roberts de-
signed an inflatable incubator which 
provides the same performance  
as a €42,000 (£30,000) modern 
incubation system, but costs just  
€351 (£250) to manufacture, test 
and transport. “He’s finished proto-
typing his machine and it’s being 
tested in real-life conditions,” says 
Dyson. “In a year he’s come a  
long way, but as with all new ideas,  
success comes with time. He’s  
one to watch.”

If time is a vital ingredient, so is 
tenacity. One of the Foundation’s 
key philosophies is not being afraid 
of failure – learning from mistakes 
and turning them into something 
unexpected. The students enjoy the 

process: Building a prototype, find-
ing out which elements don’t work 
and going back to the drawing 
board. “Failure fuels invention. As 
an inventor you must be persistent 
and not be afraid to take risks,” 
says Dyson, adding that it took 
more than 5,000 prototypes and 
5 years to develop the first of his 
famous bagless vacuum cleaners. 
“Each prototype took me one step 
closer to success, or prompted me 
to challenge how I was going about 
the process. It was arduous, but 
frustration is a catalyst for better 
invention – it’s something I instill in 
the engineers we have at Dyson 
today. You have to experience frus-
tration and understand the problem 
in order to solve it.”

If he could give one piece of  
advice to a budding young designer, 
what would it be? “Perseverance!” 
he says. “If you are fuelled by frustra-
tion and see that you’re progressing 
to a viable solution, persist against 
the odds. There will be setbacks and 
hurdles. But without these you won’t 
learn to succeed.” 

Sir James Dyson 

Sir James Dyson is Chair-
man and Chief Engineer 
of the Dyson Group. He 
studied furniture and inte-
rior design at the Royal 
College of Art in England 
before becoming inter-
ested in engineering. His 
first bagless vacuum 
cleaner, the G-Force, was 
launched in Japan in 
1983. In 1993, he opened 
a factory in England. The 
James Dyson Foundation 
was established in 2002 
and, in 2014, donated 
€11.2 million (£8 million) 
to create a tech hub at the 
University of Cambridge. 
This year has seen the 
foundation of the Dyson 
School of Design Engi-
neering at London’s Im-
perial College.

Innovation Nation – 1,000 ideas  
for a better Australia

Nations around the world are faced 
with challenges caused by growing 
or aging populations and increased 
urbanization. How will we provide 
enough healthy food for everyone? 
Where will our energy come from? 
What will tomorrow’s cities look 
like? “Innovation Nation” is an ide-
as challenge that seeks solutions 
from those who will be responsible 
for making our future world work: 
young people. 
 Launched in January 2015 by the 
Australian NGO “The Foundation 
for Young Australians” in partner-
ship with BASF as part of its 
150th anniversary program, the aim 
is to support young entrepreneurs 
and uncover the boldest and most  
innovative ideas for building a  
better Australia.
 An app that enables restaurants 
to sell unused food, a campaign  
to make drinking straws biodegrad-
able and an online lending platform 
for solar power are three of the six 
ideas picked by BASF to receive 
mentoring from industry experts 
before pitching their idea at a  
special event in Sydney. With 
€6,800 (A$10,000) in seed funding 
on offer, the winner has the chance 
to turn his or her idea into reality 
and create a sustainable venture.

  To find out more, visit: 
www.basf.com/innovation-nation

150 years: BASF co-creation activity
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How can cities provide a home for even 
more people, use fewer resources and 
offer better quality of life at the same time? 
This was the question participants sought 
to answer at the Creator SpaceTM tour  
stop in New York in May 2015. One source 
of inspiration was the “Urban Farm Pod”  
concept developed by the NGO Terreform 
ONE. It unites science and art in a vision  
of living space combined with a vertical 
garden to grow food.

The source
of progress 

Innovations are a driving force and essential to advancement.  
But what is the story behind them? And how can innovations 

be fostered? Our feature explores scientific findings, takes  
a look at how BASF is using new methods to cultivate a spirit 

of innovation during the celebration of its 150th anniversary, and 
observes researchers as they make breakthroughs.
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Vital, but hard to pin down

Progress in business, science, art and society is 
only possible if we innovate – if we successfully 
transform new ideas into better technologies, pro- 
ducts, processes and services. That is why busi-
nesses, governments and other organizations 
around the world invest billions of dollars in R&D 
every year. According to a report by management 
consultant PwC, last year the top 1,000 com-
panies in terms of R&D spent over €540 billion 
($600 billion), representing around 40% of the 
world’s total R&D spending. 

It’s not just about money
For those that get it right, all this effort pays off 
handsomely. Investors are willing to pay a premium 
for the stock of companies like Apple and Google, 
or for start-ups they believe have significant  
innovation potential. But innovation has proved 
frustratingly hard for companies to deliver con-
sistently. It certainly isn’t just about the money – 
after ten years of research PwC has found no 
direct correlation between an organization’s R&D 
expenditure and its ability to innovate. Nor is it 
about formal processes. Companies and academics 
have postulated a range of models to describe 
the way from an idea or identified need to a finished 
innovation, but none has mapped a sure-fire 
route to success.

So how do we nurture this vital but elusive 
element? Several new approaches are emerging.

Not just more ideas –  
better ones

In recent years, many organizations have recog-
nized that big R&D budgets do not necessarily 
turn into profitable innovations. In part, that is due 
to what Harvard Professor Clayton Christensen 
terms “The Innovator’s dilemma”. In his 1997 book 
of the same name, Christensen argued that suc-
cessful firms inevitably focus their R&D efforts on 
meeting their customer’s current, stated needs. 
As a result, they become vulnerable to competitors 
who introduce “disruptive inno vations” that meet 
customer’s unstated or future needs, use radically 
different technologies, or serve entirely new cus-
tomer groups. 

Connecting people
In an effort to better prepare for disruption, many 
organizations are now attempting to widen their 
search for new ideas. “No matter how big a com- 
pany is, they will never have all the bright people or 
all the good ideas,” says Dr. Ellen Enkel, Professor 
of Innovation Management at Zeppelin University, 
Friedrichshafen, Germany. “So now leading com-
panies are asking themselves how to connect the 
best people inside with the best people outside.” 
To facilitate this ‘open innovation’, as it has become 
known, companies develop much closer partner-
ships with suppliers or industry partners, and search 
universities and start-ups for teams and individu-
als with bright ideas. They encourage customers, 
both current and potential, to participate in the 
innovation processes. And they run competitions, 
internally and externally to look for new ideas and 
new solutions to tough problems.

A snapshot of  
innovation

Persistence  
pays off

“Leading companies  
are asking themselves  
how to connect the best  
people inside with the  
best people outside.”

Dr. Ellen Enkel, Professor of Innovation Management  
at Zeppelin University, Friedrichshafen, Germany 

Thomas Edison  
conducted more than 

9,000
 experiments in his search 

 for a working battery,  
and investigated over

3,000
different concepts  
for the light bulb.1 

During the racing  
season, the 

 McLaren F1-team  
engineers a new  

part for its car every

15 to 20
minutes.2

Nestlé bought the idea  
for a single serving  

coffee maker in 1974,  
but it took 

30 years,

and a dramatic  
shift in business model  

to grow Nespresso  
into the

€ 2.7 billion
business it is today.

Ideas for industrial 
water management – 
that was the task in a 
workshop in Mumbai 
as part of BASF’s 150th 

anniversary events. 
Discussions, theatrical 
performances and a 
seminar on under
ground water tunnels 
were on the agenda to 
stimulate creativity.
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Playing with new ideas

Sometimes the biggest barrier to innovation is  
the need to destroy the old to make way for the 
new. Significant innovations upset the established 
order, often putting long-standing roles, skills or 
institutions at risk. “Any truly radical innovation  
is going to be disruptive,” says Ashley Hall, PhD 
and Professor of Design Innovation at the Royal 
College of Art in London, England. “And that 
means it’s going to threaten somebody.”  

Innovation through play
It is a point echoed by Henrik Sproedt, Assistant 
Professor for Innovation Practice at the University 
of Southern Denmark. “Sometimes people only 
raise their creativity to the highest level in order  
to prevent change,” he says. That isn’t just a  
corporate phenomenon; the history of innovation 
is also one of resistance to change, from the  
“sabotage” of weaving machinery by angry work-
ers in the industrial revolution to more recent  
concerns over some new technologies such as 
genetic engineering.  

Sproedt’s research has led him to question 
many of the ways in which companies manage 
innovation. “A lot of organizations use a Stage 
Gate® review process to reduce risk,” he says, 
but to do that, “someone has to determine the 
assessment criteria.” But true innovation, he 
says, is too “complex and chaotic” to fit neatly 
into such formal evaluation systems.

Hall agrees, suggesting that companies could 
learn much from the way designers work.  
“De sign ers tend not to project the answer with 
the question,” says Hall. “They wander and  
experiment and are willing to take new directions 
as they emerge.”

In fact, according to Sproedt, innovative acti-
vity should look less like work and more like play. 
“It’s the most natural way for humans to grasp 
novelty, because in play you take away the fear 
of failure that limits creativity.”

Creating an open, innovative 
culture

So how do companies encourage and foster 
innovation? Agreement is emerging that it is the 
culture of a company that is decisive.

“There is no satisfactory measure of innova-
tive ness today,” says Ellen Enkel, “but if I were to 
create one, I would want to measure two things: 
How willing are my employees to accept change, 
and how well connected is my organization with 
the outside world?” 

Sproedt suggests that many companies need 
to facilitate openness inside their organization  
as well as outside it. “You need to get all your 
stakeholders together early to give them time to 
develop a shared language and a shared under-
standing,” he says. But even so, he admits, this 
can be hard for people to do, since the need to 
accept ideas and approaches from right across 
the company can cause them to question their 
own professional identities.

Anybody can engage
But even potentially uncomfortable new working 
arrangements and relationships can be a catalyst 
for innovation. “Innovation tends to happen  
be tween things, and the more challenging those 
spaces are, the better,” says Hall. He also high-
lights one of the most important realizations of 
recent years: “A great thing about innovation is 
that it isn’t owned by any one part of the organi-
zation – anybody can engage with it.” 

A snapshot of  
innovation

Embracing  
failure

“Any truly radical  
innovation is going 

to be disruptive.”

Ashley Hall, PhD,  Professor of Design 
Innovation at the Royal College of Art  

in London, England

3M’s Post-it® note 
emerged from a failed  

attempt to produce  
a high strength adhesive.

Indian industrial  
conglomerate Tata  

awards annual  
innovation prizes for 

teams from all its  
business units, including 

a “dare to try” prize  
specifically for promising 

ideas that failed.3 

The Roton Rocket  
was an experimental 
space launcher that  
used a combination 
 of rotor blades and 

 rocket propulsion. In 
2001, after a few 

 test flights, the project 
was abandoned.  

A prototype remains  
at the Mojave Air  

and SpacePort in the  
California desert today.  
To the new generation  

of private space  
companies that have 

sprung up in the 
 area, it acts as a visual 
reminder of the impor-
tance of failure in the 
 innovation process.

Innovation through 
interaction and play:  

At the Creator SpaceTM 
tour stop in New York 

stakeholders discussed 
various challenges and 

questions around the 
housing of the future. 
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Open Innovation Challenge
An open innovation challenge helps com
panies make new external contacts and  
establish opportunities for creative coope r
ation. BASF started a competition of this  
kind in February 2015 to find ideas to store 
electricity from renewable energy sources  
with the help of innovative chemistry. The  
aim is to collaborate with companies, scien
tists and inventors to find ways of making  
energy storage financially viable, for example, 
through lower investment costs. Up to five 
winners will get a prize of €100,000 each and 
have the chance to collaborate with BASF  
in a research project based on their ideas.

Creatathon
The idea behind the Creatathon – derived from a  
combination of “creative” and “marathon” – is to bring 
people together for a long session of intense crea
tivity. In Shanghai, China, for example, BASF invited 
six university teams to join a 24hour Creatathon  
with the task of designing an appbased sustainable 
mobility solution to help urban consumers make 
transportation decisions that minimize their carbon 
footprints. In the end, first place was awarded to the 
team from East China Normal University and their  
idea of “Carbon Coin,” a mobile platform that ex
pands the idea of carbon trading beyond businesses 
down to the individual level, and allows consumers  
to redeem their personal contributions to sustain
ability as “currency.”

Empathic Design
Putting people first: Taking on a new perspective is the core idea behind 
a joint project in India between BASF and the organization Save the  
Children which aims to find tailormade solutions to improve drinking 
water supplies in Mumbai. In February 2015, 26 employees from BASF, 
Save the Children and the charitable foundation BASF Stiftung spent a 
week immersing themselves in the daily lives of local residents. Some  
of the families they spent time with only have running water for 90 min
utes a day. For these families, storing water in containers is essential. 
But they often don’t have much room for storage. In addition, the water 

is sometimes contaminated. Nitin 
Sharma from BASF India Ltd. be
lieves this insight into the families’ 
daytoday lives is indispensable: 
“We can then assess whether and 
how inno vations from BASF can 
contribute to the solution, whether 
it’s a new material for stackable  
water containers, an innovative filter 
system, or a combination of existing 
systems. It’s crucial – for commercial 
success as well – to understand 
what the people in the community 
really need and want, and what could 
change their behavior.” The same  
applies to a second project with 
Save the Children, which focuses on 
the food security of families in rural 
Turkana County in Kenya.

Inspired by nature
Nature provided Swiss engineer George 
de Mestral with the inspiration for his 
innovation. While hiking with his dogs, 
he noticed that burdock burrs clung  
to their fur. This piqued his curiosity. 
Taking a closer look under a micro
scope, de Mestral found that although 
the bracts of the burrs seemed to be 
straight, they actually had tiny, elastic 
hooks on their tips. The tips do not 
break off when you attempt to pluck 
the burrs from fur. It took de Mestral 
many years until he was able to me
chanically produce a similar “hook and 
loop” fastener. He filed for a patent in 
1951 and introduced the first fastener 
of this kind (often known by the brand 
name VELCRO®) on the market in 1959. 
It was made up of two nylon strips, 
with hooks on one strip and around 15 
times as many loops on the other strip. 
Until today, this practical idea is used 
to hold many things together – every
thing from shoes to baby diapers and 
even the spacesuits worn by astronauts.

RESEARCHERS IN PROFILE:  
GEORGE DE MESTRAL

Joining forces to
forge new ideas 
Developing ideas and concepts to shape the future:  
To celebrate its 150th anniversary, BASF is creating space  
for innovative ideas. Creator SpaceTM is all about  
creative cooperation between employees, customers,  
scientists and other groups. To facilitate this, numerous 
co-creation activities on a global and regional scale  
are being initiated in various formats, such as jamming  
sessions, idea contests and open innovation challenges.
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Idea Contest & Idea Pitch
The idea pitch was initially employed in the area of 
venture capital and then applied to TV game shows 
but has since spread to the corporate world: It is  
an unconventional way to uncover innovative ideas,  
discover creative talents and promote an entre
preneurial spirit. It is often linked to a preceding idea 
contest or jamming session. Tapping into the power  
of the crowds it aims to finding the winner amongst  
a number of finalists who get to pitch their idea in  
only a few minutes to a panel of senior managers and 
experts. In June 2015, BASF invited staff to submit 
ideas for addressing challenges posed by urban  
living. The finalists of this idea contest get mentoring 
to improve their presentation skills and to challenge 
their ideas before the big event. The winning team 
then receives funding and support from the company 
to further develop its proposal.

Customer CoCreation
Working directly with customers is an efficient way of finding need
based solutions. Simultaneously, it strengthens customer relationships 
because people have the chance to get to know each other better  

while working together on develop
ing their ideas. A cocreation  
workshop gives both groups of 
participants insights into their 
 respective working environments. 
Each side brings its own expertise, 
perspective and approaches to  
the table. A customer innovation 
workshop held in April 2015 as part 
of the Creator SpaceTM program 
celebrating BASF’s 150th anniver 
sary focused on ideas for the bus  
of the future. BASF employees from 
various divisions and experts from 
Daimler Buses engaged in discus
sions about solutions to future chal
lenges in buses, including specialty 
coatings, lightweight construction 
concepts and greater comfort in 
interiors. At the same time, one 
onone conversations allowed each 
person to learn more about the 
structures of the other company.  
By the end of the year, lighthouse 
projects will be derived from ideas 
generated at the workshop.

Reaching the goal in record time
Nobody expected to find a solution so fast. It took just six 
months for an inhouse team of researchers to successfully 
develop the resin coating for BASF’s Palusol® fireprotection 
panels. The scientists were able to draw on their experi
ence and intuition to find six appropriate test materials. 
Thanks to close cooperation with production staff, the R&D 
proceeded quickly. “The new epoxy resin flows better  
and is less permeable. It protects the panels from external  
influences and serves as a barrier for moisture and CO2,” 
explains Dr. Miran Yu, head of the research team. In the 
case of fire, this is essential to enable the panels to expand 
under the effect of foaming pressure caused by the heat 
and thus slow the spread of fire and smoke. The first panels 
with the newly developed epoxy resin should be launched 
on the market by mid2016 at the latest.

RESEARCHERS IN PROFILE: DR. MIRAN YU

“Innovative activity should  
look less like work and  
more like play. It’s the most  
natural way for humans to  
grasp novelty, because in  
play you take away the fear  
of failure that limits creativity.”

Henrik Sproedt, Assistant Professor  
for Innovation Practice at the University  
of Southern Denmark 

Graphic Recording 
Transforming words into pictures: Graphic 
recorders are artists who create a visual 
record of an event, such as a jamming ses
sion, in real time. Using simple visual lan
guage, they get to the heart of com plicated 
concepts, and create an aidemémoire. 
BASF used this visual method at its Science 
Symposium held in Ludwigs hafen, Germany. 
Prior to the event, the graphic artist created 
the initial visual imagery relating to the 
topics. During the Symposium, he then 
added numerous details to the pictures 
based on the ideas generated by the ex
perts. The result is a largeformat work of 
art that illustrates the many aspects of  
the topic smart energy. As well as a way  
of documenting the process, it also serves 
as a basis to develop more ideas and for 
discussion, talks and projects.
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Creative cell division
The culture at W. L. Gore & Associates sets the company apart.  
It avoids nearly all the typical trappings: Instead of hierarchies 
and job titles, Gore’s employees – known as “associates” –  
communicate directly with each other in a flat organization. The 
model encourages experimentation and is based on intrinsic 
motivation rather than duties. Everybody takes on responsibility 
and can allocate up to 10% of his or her working time to devel
oping their own business ideas, initiating projects and getting 
colleagues on board to help with them. The firm operates on the 
“waterline” principle: Everyone at Gore must consult with other 
associates before taking any action that could cause damage to 
the company’s success or its image. Gore thus achieves a 
steady stream of new product innovations, ranging from breath
able GORETEX® membranes for clothing, to power plant filter 
hoses and medical implants. In order to maintain a structure that 
promotes innovation as the company expands, Gore splits teams 
that have grown to around 200 associates into smaller units – 
just like cells divide in a living organism.

A box bursting with ideas
A red box is turning Adobe employees into inno
vators. Participants in a twoday innovation work
shop receive a Kickbox, which contains methods 
that help them develop ideas as well as a prepaid 
credit card providing a development capital of 
$1,000. The employees can use up to 40% of their 
working time to advance their own innovation 
projects. Adobe is trying to motivate as many  
employees as possible because the more ideas 
are pursued, the likelier it is that something new 
and promising will result. The red boxes, which 
were first distributed in 2013, have already helped 
more than 1,000 employees develop their ideas. 
So far, 23 innovators have received a blue box, 
which awards additional resources to those  
employees with marketable ideas. The platform 
Creative Cloud Libraries, for example, has its 
roots in the Kickbox. 

Unleash the creativity  
of the “global brain”
No one has all the answers, but together 
we might just get there – this is the defining 
thought behind General Electric’s (GE) 
Open Innovation Manifesto. The U.S. tech
nology company has innovation in its DNA. 
From its founder Thomas Edison onward, 
the company has always been imbued with 
a spirit of experimentation. With the publi
cation of its Manifesto in 2014, it declared 
a fundamental shift in the way it does  
business: embracing open collaboration to 
address customer needs more effectively. 
Like a market of ideas GE aims to bring 
needs together with expertise and capacity 
to create solutions. One key statement of 
the Manifesto is to build a rela tionship with 
the global solver community that is trans
parent and mutually beneficial. Indeed GE’s 
commitment is so deep, it sees all innova
tors, external and internal, as one team – 
the “global brain” – working together to 
solve the world’s toughest problems.

A winning formula  
to fight fungi
Fungal infestations damage crops 
worldwide and can reduce yields by 
as much as 30%. To develop solu
tions for the affected farmers, a 
BASF team started a research pro
ject in 2001 to find a new fungicidal 
active ingredient with the following 
features: offering broad protection 
against a wide variety of fungi in 
numerous crops, longterm effect 
and environmental compatibility. 
After synthesizing more than  
1,100 substances, the team led by  
Dr. Markus Gewehr first synthesized 
Xemium® in 2004. “We were confi
dent we would find a solution and 
thanks to our focused approach we 
were able to discover an outstand
ing active ingredient,” says Gewehr, 
reflecting on the team’s success. In 
the following years, a project team 
of around 30 researchers, engineers 
and marketing colleagues worked 
closely together to launch the active 
ingredient on the market in record 
time in 2011. Today, Xemium® pro
tects more than 100 crops around 
the world against fungal infection. 

RESEARCHERS IN PROFILE: 
DR. MARKUS GEWEHR

Free rein for innovative spirit
How pioneering ideas arise and take shape
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When science fiction inspires the real world 
Visions that came true

Manned space travel: From the Earth to the Moon by Jules Verne

NASA’s Apollo mission is successful 
when the first human lands on the 
moon. 
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Virtual reality: Simulacron3 by Daniel F. Galouye

Autonomous cars: Knight Rider

3D printers: Star Trek: The Next Generation

Tablets: Star Trek: The Next Generation

Hoverboards: Back to the Future Part II

Jules Verne sends his characters to 
the moon, launched into orbit by a 
cannon.

This scifi novel is based on the idea 
that our life is a computer simulation.

KITT was the dream of 1980s tele
vision: a car with artificial intelligence 
that could drive autonomously.

The “replicator” produces food and 
drinks at the push of a button on the 
starship Enterprise.

The Enterprise crew has the PADD, a 
handheld, touch screen computer 
whose name is evocative of the iPad.

Marty McFly floats on a hoverboard 
in this classic scifi film from the 
1980s.

Microsoft presents HoloLens, a set 
of smart glasses that can project 
virtual 3D objects in the real world.

Google presents a prototype of its 
selfdriving car – with no steering 
wheel or gas pedal.

Pizza, pasta and more – the first food 
is being made by 3D printers.

Apple founder Steve Jobs presents 
the iPad, a tablet that popularizes 
handheld computing.

The Hendo hoverboard can levitate 
three centimeters above a conductive 
surface, such as copper or aluminum.

Clever coding
We come across Masahiro Hara’s invention every day: The QR code is used 
on packaging, in advertising and for mobile ticketing. In the early 1990s,  
while working for the Japanese automotive supplier Denso, Hara was actually  
looking for a replacement for the conventional barcode which could contain 
more information. He tested various twodimensional codes, but these were 
unsuccessful because the scanner took too long to read the data. The clear 

structure of a helicopter landing pad 
on top of a highrise building finally  
put him on the right track: He realized 
a new code would also need a dis
tinctive geometric pattern to serve as  
orientation for the code reader. This 
idea resulted in the squares in three of 
the four corners of a QR code. The 
black and white pattern can contain a 
total of 7,089 numbers, 2,953 letters  
or 1,817 Japanese characters. Denso 
obtained a patent for the QR code in 
1995, but has made it available world
wide. The company started a new  
business segment supplying QR scan
ners. Hara received the 2014 European  
Inventor Award for his discovery.

Taking off with innovations
Startups are a hotbed of innovation: Their willingness to take 
risks, creativity and flexible structures facilitate the develop
ment of groundbreaking products and technology. This makes 
startups especially interesting for established companies.  
“It is impossible and unnecessary for us to invent every thing 
ourselves. There are also young companies developing inter
esting technologies,” says Dirk Nachtigal, Managing Director 
of BASF Venture Capital. That is why BASF invests in start
ups that develop technologies with new materials based on 
chemistry. More and more large companies are putting out 
feelers into the startup scene – via equity capital, coaching 
programs for entrepreneurs or with their own startups. This 
benefits both sides: While one side gets its hands on new 
technologies, the other one receives capital as well as access 
to the resources and knowhow of a global com pany, for  
example, in R&D or marketing.

RESEARCHERS IN PROFILE: MASAHIRO HARA
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 In 1823, the 43-year-old chemist 
Johann Wolfgang Döbereiner was able to ignite an oxyhydrogen 
mixture using the catalytic effect of platinum sponge. For him, 
it was a “contact phenomenon,” today it is considered one  
of the most important discoveries in early catalytic chemistry. 
Platinum sponge can accelerate the reaction between hydro-
gen and oxygen, and in doing so, it remains nearly unchanged 
in mass and chemical composition – this is one of the special 
properties of all catalysts. The reaction releases so much ener-
gy that a flame is instantly formed. Döbereiner, fascinated by 
this phenomenon, knew how to turn his discovery into a success-
ful technology: He invented the platinum lighter. The lighter 
became a very sought-after item and the catalytic process be-
hind it became a milestone and a driving force in chemistry.

Just one year after that, observing that oxyhydrogen can also 
be made to explode using mixtures of iridium and osmium, 
Döbereiner formulated the principle behind the mixed catalysts 
later used by the chemical industry. By that time, he had al-
ready been an associate professor of chemistry, pharmacy and 
technology for 14 years, a post he held thanks in part to gain-
ing the support of Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, one of the most 
important German writers and polymaths. 

Döbereiner was self-taught, he had neither completed school 
nor attended university; his only education was an appren-
ticeship as a pharmacist. But this son of a coachman caught 
Goethe’s attention with his writings on chemical-practical 
phenomena. Goethe, who later became minister of cultural 
affairs, helped Döbereiner secure a position at the University  
of Jena. One year after his appointment, the faculty of arts 
awarded Döbereiner the title of Dr. phil. in recognition of his 
previously published works, which were said to “undeniably 
bear the hallmarks of genius and perfection.” 

Grateful for the opportunities given to him, Döbereiner stayed 
in Jena until his death in 1849 despite receiving offers from 
other renowned universities. His enduring legacy is carved in 
stone as the inscription on Döbereiner’s grave says: “Advisor 
to Goethe, creator of the triadic system, discoverer of plati-
num catalysis.”  

Pioneering thinker — then

Johann Wolfgang Döbereiner 
In 1823, the German chemist discovered  

platinum catalysis.

Self-taught chemist Johann 
Wolfgang Döbereiner dis-
covered platinum cataly sis 
and helped lay the founda-
tions for the compilation of 
the periodic table of  
elements.

Catalysis:   
Molecular helper and driving force  
in chemistry

A catalyst is basically a kind of matchmaker. 
In fact, one of the two Chinese characters 
that make up the word ‘catalyst’ is the same 
as the one for ‘marriage broker.’ In a test tube, 
a catalyst grabs the desired reaction partners, 
dissolves their old bonds and quickly brings 
together the right partners to make a new 
chemical compound. It speeds up reactions 
without being consumed itself – although it 
can start to show signs of age at some point. 
At the same time, a catalyst also saves ener- 
gy. For all these reasons, catalysts are an im-
portant tool in chemistry, where they are now 
used in more than 90% of all chemical pro-
duction processes. The production of many 
everyday items – including medication, fertil-
izer, dyes and plastics – would not be possible 
without this key technology.
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 Shortly after New Year’s Eve 
1971, 11-year-old Ferdi Schüth had already decided he want- 
ed to be a chemist when he grew up. His enthusiasm was 
sparked by filling up used fireworks with gunpowder that had 
been mixed by his friends. The firecrackers didn’t fly, but they 
certainly made a big bang. One year later, he set up his new 
chemistry set in a corner of the familiy’s basement and contin-
ued his observations on what happens when substances are 
mixed together. “Just wanting to see if something works is still 
today my main motivation for successful research,” says Pro-
fessor Dr. Schüth, who is now a scientist with many honors 
and prestigious posts to his name, including Vice President 
of the Max Planck Society, Director of the Max Planck Institut 
für Kohlenforschung and winner of the Carl Friedrich von 
Weizsäcker Prize and the Leibniz prize, to name just a few.

This curiosity – along with the fact that he has a mind of his 
own – is the reason why Schüth was able to make his dis-
covery that has so far had the greatest impact: high through-
put technology in catalysis (see box). In 1996, he participated 
in a scientific colloquium on how new and better catalysts 
could be developed faster. The model being considered was 
high throughput experimentation, as used by the pharma- 
ceutical industry to speed up research on new active ingredients. 
However, among researchers doubts were quickly expressed 
as to whether this method could be implemented under the much 
more difficult conditions found in oil refineries and the produc-
tion of basic chemicals. But the idea intrigued Schüth, at the 
time a professor at Goethe University Frankfurt in Germany, 
and he started jotting down his first ideas during the event. Back 
at his institute, he asked his doctoral students if any of them 
were interested in developing this idea further. After around a 
year of joint research, the first high throughput reactor started 
up. In 1999, the company hte was founded to market the 
process. “A scientific challenge thus led to the birth of a new 
technology,” says Schüth.

One of the questions the chemist is working on these days 
is how catalysts can be custom-made right down to the atomic 
level. He is also interested in new energy sources, such as hydro- 
gen and fuels made from wood waste, and their storage and 
catalytic conversion – in other words, the chemical foundations 
for the energy of the future. And Schüth is still always up for  
a challenge or some pioneering thinking.  

Pioneering thinker — now

Ferdi Schüth
The German chemist paved the way for high throughput technology  

to be used in catalysis.

Ferdi Schüth likes to  
take on new challenges. 
His current research  
focuses on the chemical 
foundations for the  
energy of the future. 

hte GmbH:  
Turbo testing for chemical accelerators 

With the process jointly developed by Professor 
Dr. Ferdi Schüth and researchers from the com-
pany hte in Heidelberg, Germany, the search for 
new and more effective catalysts can now be 
carried out up to 100 times faster than was pos-
sible just a few years ago. The company’s name, 
hte, is an acronym for this process: “high through- 
put experimentation.” This method, which is based 
on a parallel and automated approach, enables 
the Heidelberg researchers to conduct simulta-
neous chemical testing of numerous ca talysts. 
Currently, hte operates more than 50 different 
reactor systems, ranging from catalyst screening 
equipment to large-scale test plants for process 
optimization. The company, which has been a 
wholly owned subsidiary of BASF SE since 2012, 
now has around 270 employees.
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A high-performance powder made from normal 
iron scrap protects important compo  nents  

of the electronic devices we use every day.

The microscopically small iron spheres in 
high-frequency coils protect electronic devices, 

such as this notebook, by ensuring they  
are supplied with the correct electrical voltage. 

The smaller and more powerful note-
books, tablets and smartphones be-
come, the greater the demands placed 
on their electronic assemblies. For com-
ponents such as the CPU or hard drive 
to perform at their best, they each need 
a different electric voltage than the bat-
tery supplies. Voltage deviating from the 
re quired value can damage the compo-
nents. One solution is normal scrap iron 
which BASF processes into high-purity, 
microscopically small ferrous spheres 
that have a precisely defined structure 
and size. Incorporated in the cores of 
high-frequency coils, this carbonyl iron 
powder intensifies the magnetic field that 
is generated when electricity flows into 
the iron core of the coils, and thus  
ensures stable direct current. To prevent 
the energy losses that typically occur 
with an electroconductive iron core, each 
of the tiny particles is surrounded by  
an electrically insulating layer. This sup-
presses leakage current in the core. In 
this way, carbonyl iron powder makes 
sure that the sensitive electronic compo-
nents in the compact devices we use 
every day receive a steady supply of the 
required voltage. It protects them from 
voltage fluctuations and makes them 
more efficient, so even very small 
high-frequency coils can be extremely 
powerful. Every tablet computer contains 
three or four such high-frequency coils 
with a carbonyl iron powder core, while  
a notebook has up to 10. 

  To find out more, visit: 
www.basf.com/carbonyl-iron-powder

Steady voltage,  
for smartphones,  

tablets and more?
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What did you think of Creating Chemistry?
Thank you for taking the time to read our magazine.  
We welcome your opinion and feedback, and would appreciate  
your response to our short reader questionnaire.  

All completed and returned questionnaires will be entered into the prize 
draw to win an iPad mini 3 or one of five copies of the book “Breaking 
New Ground: The History of BASF in China from 1885 to Today.”  

The data will be evaluated anonymously by the market research institute 
TSM. No conclusions will be drawn about individual respondents.  
Return the form by post, via fax (+49 621 52 90 114) or enter online at:  
www.tsm-clicksurvey.eu/creatingchemistry

1st prize
iPad mini 3

2nd – 6th prize 
Breaking New Ground

Overall, how much did you enjoy this issue of Creating Chemistry?

Not at all ( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) ( 4 ) Very much ( 5 )

How much did you like the following aspects of Creating Chemistry?

Not at all ( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) ( 4 ) Very much ( 5 )

Choice of topics

Quality of articles

Information content

Entertainment value  

Layout/design

Understandability of infographics 

Which articles in the current issue did you find especially interesting? (Multiple answers are possible)

 The future of mobility  Plastics under discussion  3D printing applications around the world
 Food trends  Fascination of chemistry: Foams  Innovation: The source of progress 
 Pioneering thinker then and now: Catalysis  Chemistry around us: Carbonyl iron powder

Are you planning to learn more about the topics covered in Creating Chemistry?

 Definitely/I already have  Probably  Probably not

If yes, where?  basf.com  Other BASF publications
 Other sources

What is your preferred format for Creating Chemistry?

 Print  Online  Both

Where do you prefer to read Creating Chemistry?

 At work  At the airport  On the plane
 On the train  At home
 Elsewhere: 

Continued on the back 



Which topics do you remember seeing in previous issues of Creating Chemistry?

Which topics would you be most interested in reading about in future issues?

To conclude, we would like to ask you some statistical questions.

Are you … 

 Male  Female

Age

 <35                      35 – 44                    45 – 54                    55 – 64                    65 +

Occupation

 Self-employed/freelance  Management position      Non-management employee

 Retired  Other

Thank you very much for answering our questions! 
If you would like to participate in the draw, please provide your contact information.

Surname, first name: The data will be evaluated anonymously 
and no conclusions will be drawn about 
individual respondents. The personal data 
provided will only be used for the purpose 
of the draw. You may also take part in  
the survey without giving your contact 
information. In this case, you will not be 
entered in the draw. Participation in the 
competition is subject to the conditions 
detailed in the following. 

Street:

Postal code: City:

Country:

E-mail:

Prize Draw Terms and Conditions: 
A random draw will determine the winners. The winners will be notified by email within 28 days of the closing date. No further correspondence will be entered into. 
The closing date for entries is November 30, 2015. Entry in the prize draw is restricted to entrants 18 years of age or older. No more than one entry is allowed per 
household. The competition is not open to employees of BASF or its subsidiaries. No cash alternative will be offered. No responsibility can be accepted for entries 
lost, delayed or mislaid. BASF’s decision is final and it is a condition of entry to the competition that the entrant agrees to be bound by these rules. For the full terms 
and conditions of participation and instructions for use, go to www.basf.com/creating-chemistry/competition.

1

2

TSM Marktforschung
Creating Chemistry
Postfach 140226
67021 LUDWIGSHAFEN
ALLEMAGNE

How to return the self-mailer:

Tear out the  
com pleted ques - 
tion naire along the 
perforated line.

Fold the  
ques tionnaire 
twice from  
the bottom up.

Seal it with the 
adhesive flap.

Put it in the mail.

RÉPONSE PAYÉE / BUSINESS REPLY / WERBEANTWORT
ALLEMAGNE / GERMANY / DEUTSCHLAND

NE PAS AFFRANCHIR

NO STAMP REQUIRED
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Are you interested in gaining further insight into future 
challenges in the areas of resources, environment and 
climate; food and nutrition; and quality of life? The online 
magazine Creating Chemistry offers a broad variety of 
interesting reports, videos and interactive graphics:

 www.creating-chemistry.basf.com 

If you would like to regularly receive the free print  
edition of the magazine, you can subscribe online:

 www.basf.com/creatingchemistry
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INNOVATION

A GLIMPSE AROUND  
THE GLOBE

FASCINATION OF CHEMISTRY

FE ATURE: FOOD TRENDS

THE ISSUE

The future of mobility –  
Time to change direction
An increasing population, climate change  
and urbanization – the world is changing rapidly 
with new demands arising. How innovative  
concepts are changing the future of mobility. 

THE GR APHIC

Mobility in the city of 
tomorrow
Autonomous verhicles, road signs on demand,  
self-driving capsules and cars that can be  
folded up for parking: A vision of how we could 
move around in the city of tomorrow. 

THE E XPERT

Keeping the world moving
Mary Crass, Head of Policy and Summit  
Prepa ration at the International Transport Forum 
(ITF), talks about how to improve mobility  
on a global basis. 

THE SCIENCE

 Developing the batteries that  
will drive the future
Improving the performance of batteries is what dri-
ves researchers at BASF’s Battery Materials  
Lab in Amagasaki, Japan. 

The world in figures
During evening rush hour, a 
driver in Istanbul spends an 
average of 125 hours in traffic 
jams each year – facts about 
the topics covered in this issue. 

Plastics under  
discussion
Plastic: A victim of its own 
success? Two experts share 
their views on plastics. 

V IEWPOINT BASF

Innovative everyday 
companion 
Melanie Maas-Brunner, Head 
of Performance Materials  
Europe at BASF, explains 
how plastics make day-to-day 
life easier and will help solve 
challenges of the future.

New discoveries 
New ideas and astonishing 
inventions that enrich our 
everyday lives. 

Innovative uses for  
3D printing 
3D printing is evolving rapidly. 
Innovative applications 
around the world appear  
almost every day. 

Bubbles with great 
potential
Foams provide a wide  
variety of products, from  
mattresses to car bodies  
and chocolate mousse,  
with special properties. 

How will we feed our-
selves in the future?
Global food production  
needs to rise to provide a 
nutritious diet for everyone. 
Ideas from around the world 
could change the way we eat. 

The chemistry of  
cooking
Writer Harold McGee on 
popu lar food myths and  
the science behind them. 
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We create
chemistry
that helps  
lush landscapes  
love thriving  
cities.

The construction industry currently accounts for about half of the 
world’s consumption of energy and resources. It’s a substantial  
amount - but it can be reduced, if you just add the right chemistry.

We’ve developed a number of solutions that make construction more 
mindful of the environment and buildings that are more durable and 
efficient throughout their life cycle. The result is that new developments 
are less taxing on our finite resources in the short and long term. 

When we can build more while using less, it’s because at  
BASF, we create chemistry.

www.creating-chemistry.basf.com




